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TODAY:
High: 80s.
Low: 50s
Sunny SATURDAY:
Partly sunny. High: 8085. Low: 50s.
SUNDAY: Chance of
rain. High: 70s Low:
50s.
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News
Tuition is on the rise and
the consequences might
not only affect studen~,
but faculty as well.
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•Lawsuits: The legal battle is half over for
Associate Housing Director David Wilson
and former Public Safety Director Joe Green
after the dismissal of Gail Minger's lawsuit.
By Brandi ~illiams

Terry Strieter
discusses
possible
effects of
reorganization.
See page
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Look inside for your guide
to car maintenance and
survival on the highway.
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Sports
Murray State's volleyball
team claimed victory at
the VICE Connecticut
Invitational last weekend.
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Judge dismisses
Minger lawsuit
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News Editor
Citing sovereign immunity U.S. District Judge
Thomas Russell dismissed the lawsuit filed against
two Murray State employees in connection with last
fall's fatal dorm .fire.
"Sovereign immunity had its origins in which the
king could do no wrong, but now the court jesters are
not held accountable for their actions," Charlie
Moore, attorney for the Mingers said.
Gail Minger filed suit against Associate Housing
Director David Wilson and former Public Safety
director Joe Green for negligence and negligent misrepresentation. Minger's son, Michael, died in the
Sept. 18 Hester College fire.
Attorneys for Green and Wilson argued in the
course of their duties, neither defendant was directly responsible for Minger's death.
Russell wrote in the Sept. 3 decision, the defendants acts appear to be within the scope of their
duties as state employees and they are allowed to
make an honest mistake while performing their
jobs.
Russell also wrote to establish a negligence claim
against a public official, a violation of duty oyved to
a specific person, not merely the breach of a general
duty owed to the public a t large, must be shown.
This means that because Green a nd Wilson had no
special duty to protect Minger from crime in the
absence of a special relationship, they were not negligent.
"[ can't see how sovereign immunity as applied
can be a good policy for the state of Kentucky,"
Moore said. "The lesson that is being taught is that
state employees are not held accountable for the
people th~y might harm,"
Moore also said the Mingers are planning to
appeal the case as soon as possible, but the process
is slow. He said it may be a year before the case can
be appealed.
Moore, who is also council for Michael Priddy, a
student who was critically injured in the blaze, said
there has also been a motion to dismiss the Priddy
case, but it is still pending.
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Stats show steep decline
•Crime: The 1998 Public Safe·
ty report shows a drastic drop
of crime on campus in contrast
to past years.
By Jennifer Sacharnoski
Editor -in-Chief
Liquor -law and drunkenness vio·
lations dropped 60 percent from
1996 to 1998, and overall crime
declined 25 percent ac<:ording to
criminal statistics released by Public Safety last week.
The report1 issued annually by
Public Safety, lists 39 criminal
offenses and the number of Driving
Under the Influence violations <in
Kentucky DUI is a traffic violation).
Listed in the Murray State criminal
statistics are arrests, citations and
cases opened by Public Safety.
Not all criminal activity reported
results in Public Safety opening
cases. In 1998, The Murray Sta~

News published 22 reports of DUI
however, the figure listed shows
only six. The discrepancy is a result
of arrests made by Murray Police
and not by Public Safety. Crime
victims' resistance to file repor ts, in
cases such as rape, sexual abuse
nnd indecent exposure also result in
an apparent decline of criminal
activity.
The substantial drop in violations
can be attributed to multiple causes, Detective Captain Tommy
Phillips said. He hopes one of those
is better individual students.
"Ideally, we would hope we could
attribute it to a better caliber of students," Phillips said. "Of course,
there are multiple causes. but students for the vast majority arc here
for an education."
Because the criminal violations
were so low for 1998 , Phillips broke
down the crime data into fall,
spring and summer terms to deter-

mine if a seasonal crime pattern
could be found . Although the total
numbers were slightly higher in t he
fall, Phillips found no real seasonal
trends.
A gTeater police presence after
the fatal Sept. 18 fire at Hester College is another t heory as to the
decline in the crime rate. Phillips
said there are two ways of thinking
about that matter.
"Because there was a vast police
presence in the fall of 1998 there
was probably less crime." PhiJlips
said. "But because of police presence more arrests were made. It
has kind of a balancing act."
Along with increased police presence throughout the year, a better
perception <?fthe (University Police)
also could have pulled the criminal
activity down. Phillips also believes
a better campuswide understanding of the role of Public Safety has
PLEASE SEE STATISTICs/18

Motion delays sentencing :
of convicted pranl{-callers

causes
•
evening
evacuation

Ann Wilson, the Circuit Court
Clerk.
As stated in the motion,
"Said testimony was clear ly
By Jennifer Sa ch arnoski improperly coerced... Absent
the improper subpoenas and
Editor-in-Chief
resulting testimony the indictThe sentencing of the four menta would never have been
men convicted of falsely report- returned and the testimony
ing an incident on the night of that led to the convictions not
the Sept.18, 1998, Hester Col- obtained."
Vidmer said if the charges
lege fire was delayed Thursday
wh.en attorney Steve Vidmer are dropped the Commonfiled a motion to
wealth could refile, but they'
would have
dismiss
the
'
'
'
to
"start
charges based on
We a re trying to
f r o m
new evidence.
resolve an issue
scratch.n
Jeremy Baker,
F r e d
Brian
Levine,
th a t never should
Fred
McGrath
have been an
and Linda
and J.J. Haney
McGrath 's
are waiting for
issue. ' '
parents,
Calloway County
drove
to
- LINDA McGRATH,
M u r r a y
Distr.i ct Judge
•
DEFANDANT s MOniER
from
Fort
Leslie Furches to
rule
on
the - - - - - - - -- - - - W o r t h ,
submitted
by
Texas, to be
motion
McGrath's
attorney. The present at the 1 p.m. sentencmotion states evidence of ing and were unaware of any
improper testimony was dis- new developments. The two
learned of the delay at 12:15
covered Tuesday.
"Basically1 we found one of p.m., Thursday ·
the subpoenas was not signed
"We expected a sentence to
by the Calloway Circuit Court be handed down then in con· 'Clerk and found it did not fol - junction with Mr. Vidmer to
low the rules," Vidmer said. "If take appropriate action,"
the subpoenas were improperly McGrath's father said.
issued the testimony is
Both parents said they
wished
the case would have
invalid."
been
resolved
in May.
According to the motion, one
"1
am
still
very
angry," his
of the subpoenas issued in the
mother
said.
"We
arc
trying to
Calloway County Grand Jury
Investigation of the Hester fire resolve an issue that never
does not bear the signature of should have been an issue."

-Trial: The motion cites
new evidence as grounds
ft?r dismissal.

•Fire: Students were
forced to flee their rooms
last night while investigators probed the cause of a
small blaze..

At approximately 6:50 p.m.
Thursday night, a small fi re
ignited in the trash room on
the first floor of Regents Col·
lege, setting off the sprinkler in
the t rash room, and sending
smoke through the building.
''We are only a week from the
anniversary of the last fire,"
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said. "It
was not the kind of call I wanted to bear."
Robertson arrived at the college at 7:30 p.m. and remained
until the students retuned to
their rooms.
There were no injuries or
damage to the building, but fire
fighters worked several hours
to clear the smoke which rose
back through the trash shoot.
Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott
said investigators from the
Kentucky State Police gathered samples for analysis. Scott
said he did not know if the fire
was accidental.
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0 U I is not a Crirrunal Offence in KAntuck:v ·Traffic Violation

By Jason Billingsley

Find out how you can
win two free movie
rentals from Movies to
Go in this week's "Question of the Week" give- ·
away.

eJ rt,.

0

Sports Editor

Greg Stark previews his
trip to the World I00 in
Rossburg, Ohio.

I

In

Criminal Statisti cs

Don,1ld Lawson/The News
Eric Espey, sophomo re from Gallatin, Tenn., sits o utside of
Regents College following a small fire the re Thursday night.

Regents College is one of five
high-rise residential colleges at
Murray State. It has 10 floors,
the top eight floors house resi·
dents.
According to Paula Hulick,
director of housing, Regents

College houses 309 students
this semester and has a capacity of 385 students.
As they were attending a
Racer Pride meeting at the
Curris Center, SGA President
PLEASE SEE f iRF}l S
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Ashland sUppOrts
fu~d-rajsing efforts

Relaxed research

Station welcomes
public to booth
The crew of WQTV will
have a booth set up at the
Eiffel Tower Park in Paris,
Tenn., Saturday from I0
a.m. to 6 p.m. It will be
located in front of the Eiffel Tower on Maurice
Avenue.
Parents can pick up the
television station's programming information
while boys and girls get
their faces painted and
enter contests. These
include the New Zoo
Revue coloring contest,
Beakman's World science
poster contest and Freddie the Frog jumping contest.
Winners and photos of
the contests will be featured on the WQTV
website at www.q46.com.
Prizes will be awarded
after Oct. I .

River foundation
accepting logos
The recently established
Mississippi River Foundation is hosting a logo
design contest and is inviting the participation of
college and high school
students.
The foundation is a nonprofit, membership-based
organization whose mission is to promote and
provide funding to facilitate the protection,
restoratio~. enhanceme~t,

understanding. awareness
'{, otl.
•
and sustainable use of the
natural and environmental
•
resources of the Mississippi River.
Information on specific
~ontest rules and design
guidelines are available
through the Internet at
Www.MissRiverFounda~ion.org, or by contacting
the foundation at (800)
777-4210 or 503 Heritage
Drive, Oxford, Miss.
38655.
Design submissions
~ust be postmarked by
Oct. IS.
For more information,
phone Uza Booth at (662)
236-1794.

..
!

Drought relief
requests made
Congressman ·Ed Whitfi~ld has asked U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Dan
Glickman to use emergency authority to allow
farmers and ranchers to
cut hay and to allow their
herds to graze on land
enrolled in the Conservation Reserve Program.
Whitfield asked Glickman to waive the regulati~n requiring any CRP
land to have suffered a 40
percent moisture loss
over the last four months
before being released for
emergency use.
He also asked for a oneyear waiver of the 35 percent payback provision for
using CRP land for haying
or other purposes.

Briefs compiled by Kristin
Hill, assistant news editor.

•Funding: The University
has received funding from
Ashland Inc. and the state
totalling $200,000 ouer the
next four years.
By Ann Cautrell

Ryan Brooks/The News

Sarah Luker, freshman from Benton, props her feet up while studying Spanish on the
second floor of the Curris Center.

Faculty raise concerns
about reorganization
Terry

•Academic colleges: Faculty members who want to
make a change in the proposed reorganized must be
vocal about it.

Strieter: Chair
of MACE said the
reorganization of
departments will
definitely affect
the budgets.

By Brandi Williams
News Editor
come across without affecting

Faculty are raising questions
concernin~ the proposed reorganization of the academic colleges.

"I think a lot of people have
questions in their mind," John
Homa, assistant professor of
. .
. .
. ..
cnll\Anal_JU&ttce,., s&d. Jt .looks
good on .p~~r, but whatts the ,
p~rp~se? .W?at doe~ it a~co~ph~h. Thts 1~ a reg10nal mst1tution, does 1t meet the needs
of the region?"
Re-appointment of deans and
re-examination of budgets are
their biggest concern!;.
"As departments are moved
to new colleges, those budgets
will not be transferred," MACE
chair Terry Strieter said. "They
will be reexamined and
reviewed. There is no way this
reorganization scheme wil1

the budget."
Strieter said if the departments want to make a change
in the proposed reorganization,
then they must be vocal and
united to be heard by the

'

admlnistr»tion.
Ario~her clement of apprehensiori i'S'tne rJ lohition ofacademic departments without the
majority consent of those
departments.
"I believe the plan has some
positive elements, but I'd hate
to see it dictated to faculty by
the administration," Faculty
Senate president Bill Call
said.
The ad hoc Committee to
Review Academic Structure for
April 1999 made a recommendation that states: "We believe
that in considering all of these

changes, great and small, it is
crucial that there be consultation with the faculty of the
affected units and that .a
majority of those faculty give
their consent to any changes."
"We, the Senate, feel the key
recommendation be followed,
and according to the Provost,
no consensus will be taken. I
hope he reconsiders, of course."
Call said,
'l'here are some departments
who are very pleased with the
proposed reorganization.
"I think there are some exciting opportunities in the combina£ion," Ken Wolf, dean of
humanistic studiesw said. ·
"Obyiously there is going to be
some problems, but I think it
can enrich our universities
studies courses." .
Frank Elwell, chair of sociallogy, anthropology and social
work, also agrees that the reorganization is a good move.
"I think it was a good move
on the parts of the University
and the faculty was well consulted," Elwell said. "The plan
has some rough spots, but it
does have some logic to it."

was made possible by a special
bill passed by the General
Assembly in 1997.
1
Under this legislation , the
state agreed to match private
donations to the state's colleges
and universities up to the
amount of $110 million through
Contributing Writer
the end of 1999. As of July 1999,
Murray State has received a the state still had $12 milljon in
$100,000 grant from Ashland, matching funds yet to be
Inc, to aid with the University's claimed.
So far, Murray State has
fund-raising efforts.
The money is to be paid out received about $1.5 million in
over the course of the next four state funds. This amount comyears and is aimed at Universi- pares to $60 million received by
ty programs that are eligible for the University of Kentucky and
additional matching funds from $40 million awarded to the University of Louisville.
the state.
With the money granted by
University Provost Gary
the state, the University will Brockway referred to the money
receive a total of $200,000.
as "a much appreciated gift."
The company has donated
He said the funds would not
more than $2.5 million to Ken- be directed to a specific area of
tucky's eight public univer!:lities need, but will be used to fund
,as well as the Kentucky Com- · such projects as endowed chairs,
munity College and Technical endowed
professorships,
College System.
research and graduate fellowThis assistance from the state ships.

Democrats pledge
message of unity
•Senate: The Senate Democratic Congress sticks with
18 members.
Staff Report .
The number of senators in the
Senate Democratic Caucus will
hold firm at 18 members.
That is the 'message of unity
annO\IRced by the Senate
Democrats, who say they will
remain committed to their party
and their constituents.
''We were alJ elected Democrats and we will continue to
serve in good faith for the ·people
who elected us," according to a
statement released by the cau·
cus.
Polled by members of the
Democratic leadership, all 18
members confll'tned their allegiance to the party and stressed
their strength as a collective
voice for Kentucky citizens.
"Throughout our tenure as the

Tuition increase affects budget,
. l!'fui.tion: The University is
setting its own tuition,
which has increased 5.2
percent from last year.
By Kristin Hill
Assistant News Editor and

Shannon McFarlin
Staff Writer
Possible changes in tuition
are concerning both students
and faculty.
The Council on Posts{·condary
Education passed a measure
that allows state universities to
set their own tuition . While the
state will provide for two-thirds
of the University's budget, the
University must raise one-third
of the money it needs from
tuition and fees.
Currently, Murray State
receives 38.9 percent of its bud·
get from tuition, but as the University's budget increases in the
coming years, that percentage
will decrease. To prevent University revenue from dropping
below the mandatory one-third,
the University's tuition must b~
increased as well, Tom Denton,
vice president of Administrative
Services, said.
"The level of state apJ.lropriations will vary," Denton said.
"'There won' t be a s tandard
appropriation, which will affect
our budget."
Tuition for the 1999-2000 aca-

demic year has increased 5.2
percent from last year.
A full-time, in-state, undergraduate student pays $1,010
each semester. An out-of-state
student pays $3,030 for a full
load of undergraduate courses.
Graduate tuition increases
those amounts by $300.
Denton said the amount of
future tuition increases is not
predictable because it depends
on future funding.
"The tuition nt Murray State
and other Kentucky schools will
probably range from small to
large increases," he said.
The students will benefit from
the University's ability to set
their own tuition, Denton said.
State universities' tuitions will
be able to reflect local trends
and needs.
"This ability will allow us to
be more flexible," he said. "That
allows the University to react to
the environment and market
conditions. It will al::;o help us
maintain quality programs."
Student Government Association
President
Brandon
Kirkham sees benefits for the
students as well.
"This decision gives us the
lee way to raise and lower
tuition to better s erve students," Kirkham said. "It is
good for autonomy. I am never
for a tuition increase, but it
could be bt:Ltcr in the long run tf
it; is used corn:ctly."

Meanwhile, faculty are discuRsing other tuition issues.
At the Faculty Forum on Aug.
26, Provost Gary Brockway
explained there are different
possibilities for how tuition may
be set. He said tuition rates
may be differentiated by several
factors: residency status; program level, such as undergraduate, graduate and first profes·
sional; and program, such as
history or biology.
''In the future we can price the
100 or 200 levels at a hi~her or
lower rate," Brockway said. "If
we want to set the upper levels
at a higher rate, we can do that
as well . In the future we can do
much more."
Tuition may also be set on a
per credit basis, Brockway said.
"Now once the student reaches 12 hours, he becomes fulltime and pays the full-time
tuition and every hour beyond
that, we don't assess tuition," he
said. "But in the future , we're
authorized to change that."
Suggestions from the audience included guaranteeing specific tuition rates for the first
two years so Murray State can
be competitive with community
colleges or locking in a certain
tuition for the enttre four years.
The audience also suggeste?
tying tuition into the students'
grade-point average and offering reciprocity agreements to
the entire state of Tennessee

majority party, we have sought
to serve those who asked for better schools, safer streets and
economic opportunity regardless
of the region in which they live,"
the caucus stated. "We will continue our work to empower Kentuckians with the tools they
need to share in these prosperous times."
.
The caucus remains solid
despite the recent defections of
two senators elected as Democrats who have joined the Republican Party.
"The citizens of this great
state want their elected officials
to work together to provide an
efficient, effective government,"
the caucus stated. "We have succeeded in meeting that goal in
many ways. As we have in the
past, we will continue our commitment to Kentuckians as we
move toward the next session of
the Kentucky General Assembly."

student~

and Illinois.
Currently, Murray State has
reciprocity agreements with
Weakley, Henry, Obion and
Stewart counties in Tennessee.
Also, full-time students who
enrolled at Murray State before
the summer of 1999 from selected counties in Alabama, Georgia, Illinois, Missouri and Ten·
nessee may be eligible for
Achievement Scholarships to
help cover the cost of tuition.
These scholarships are valued
nt. $1,000 per semester.
Bill Schell, associate professor
of history, said if Murray State
raises tuition, it will have to
increase its recruitment efforts
from certain counties.
"Let's face it, Kentucky's pop·
ulation is flat," Schell said.
"Meanwhile, Murray State is

building satellite campuses ...
We need to kill the satellite program or the satellite program is
going to kill us."
..-you take away our reciprocity agreements and our achievement scholarships, our enrollment would plummet," School
Relations Director Paul Radke
said. "I caution you to keep in
mind that our consumers are
extremely price sensitive. Just a
couple of hundred dollars will
make a difference to. them."
Brl>Ckwav said the Universitv
administration will look at the
issue and include the faculty
comments in the decision-making process.
Said Brockway: "It is an
evolving process and this is a
continuing decision."

Tuitie>n
~-:t! ·~.

1998-1999

Out-of-state
$2880

In-state
Undergraduate
Graduate

$960
$1055

1999-2000

,. ;;
ltH.LU!C

Undcrgraduate
Graduate

$3165

$1010
$1110

Out-of-.,tute

$3030
$3330
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Court upholds confiscation of yearbooks
··Media: A case involving Kentucky
State University's yearbook could
have affects on the student publications at Murray State.
By Greg Stark

''

They applied the
Hazelwood ruling
without a whole lot of
justification. , , .

Viewpoint Editor

- Mlu IIIEeTAND,

A landmark decision was made Wednesday in Cincinnall.
The Sixth circuit appellate court ruled to
uphold the confiscation of yearbooks by the
Kentucky State University administration. The school cited "poor quality" and a
purple cover, because it wasn't consistent
with the .school's colors. While the decision
affected KSU, it could affect other student
publications, including ones here at Murray State ..
The case, Kincaid v. Gibson, began in
1994 when administrators confiscated
2,000 copies of the school yearbook, The
Thorobred. The faculty adviser of the KSU
student news paper was transferred to a
secretarial position after she refused to
censor material from the paper critical to

KSU.
The ruling was based on the 1988 Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier case, in
which it was ruled that a high school principal could view a student publication
before it went to press and censor the content. Before Wednesday's decision, courts
consistently ruled that the ' college press
enjoyed the same First Amendment protection as the professional news media.
Mike Hiestand , a staff attorney with the
Student Press.Law Center, said the ruling
could be devastating to the college press.
"It's a potentially mortal blow," he said.
"The court said it is OK to confiscate and

A.'M'ORNEY

destroy yearbooks. It simply didn't meet
the public imagery of the publication. They
applied the Hazelwood ruling without a
whole lot of justification."
Hiestand said he could see the adminis·
tration at many colleges implementing
this ruling immediately, similar to the
ramifications from the Hazelwood case 11
years ago.
"That day arrived today for many
schools," he said. "They will say, 'Your
paper is a public forum. We're going to
start exercising the controls.'"
.
The attorney has already heard concerns
from several schools.
''For the first time today, I got a call from
a college in Michigan and I told her that
you may not be entitled to the rights we
thought you were," he said.
The editor of the Shield, Kim DeRossett,
said University President Kern Alexander
should not be able to look at the yearbook
before it is published.
"He shouldn't have the right to come in
and say, 'This is how it is going to be,'
because we worked on it all year," she said.
DeRossett said Alexander or the administration probably would not look at the
Shield before it was published and stop or
censor it.

"I don't think he would want to face the
criticism," she said. "I think he has been
criticized enough."
Joe Hedges, faculty adviser of The Murray State News, realizes that the student
paper might suffer from the ruling, but it
might also go untouched.
"Hopefully it won't affect us at all,'' he
said. "Our administration has been supportive. The concern is here, or at any
school now, that the door is open . The
courts can step in and have control over
the content."
Hedges said he didn't believe the administration would step in and try to control
the paper.
"I don't have any reason to think that,"
he said. ..They've been supportive and
they've let us do our jobs."
While the ruling is a step backward for
collegiate journalism, Hiestand said there
are more options to get the ruling overturned.
"Fortunately, this is not the end of the
road,'' he said. "The students are going to
ask the Sixth Circuit to rehear the case.
The case may be heard by the entire 11judge district court. It could go all the way
to the U.S. Supreme Court."
Hiestand said the Hazelwood ruling had
an immediate effect after it was decided
and he believes this will do the same for
colleges.
"We heard situations within days where
t he principals were taking advantage of
it," he said. "It took a year or so before people really were aware ofit. In the next cou- .
ple of days, we are going to hear from college officials who will probably change
their ways in the ways college media operate."

IFC reschedules fraternity infraction hearing
J

The fraternity was accused of violating
•IFC: Lambda Chi Alpha is accused
Title
ll, Article III of the IFC Constitution.
of posting advertisements before
Section four states: "Advertisements can
Rush formally started.
be posted no sooner than noon on that Sun-

By Reka Ashley
Staff Writer
The Inter-Fraternity Council meeting on
Tuesday evening presented little information regarding charges placed against the
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity by Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity and the IFC e.xecu~ive
board.

sent and the judicial board fe lt it needed to
reschedule. It was determined at the meeting Tuesday the Pikes did not need to be
present, and the hearing was set for last
day before fornial Rush. Prior posting of night after press t ime.
advertisements will result in removal and ·Also at the meeting, the Sigma Phi
fme."
Epsilon Fraternity repeated an appeal to
Ryan Little, assistant treasurer of Pi have a $500 fine overturned. The fine was
Kappa Alpha, said a piece of a Lambda Chi incurred last year for illegal presentation
Alpha Rush card was found at the lodge of a bid. The request will go before the fraafter the Pike Pig Out.
ternities for the final time at Tuesday's
bambda Chi Alpha was set to go before meeting. !The fraternity will not be allowed
the judicial boara·last week; but no repre· to•have the fine reduced. It will simply be
sentative from Pi Kappa Alpha was pre- a vote of guilty or not guilty.

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.

-

Friday, Sepl3, 1999
;;:
1 :23 a.m. A student without a pass was asked to leave the Fine Arts Buil~- •
"•

ing.
2:29 a.m. A non-student was asked to leave Lovett Auditorium.

8:15a.m. Christina Foy reported her Pontiac Sunbird was on fire in the •
16th and Olive streets parking lot.

• ·:

12:21 p.m. There was a non-injury accident in the Curris Center parking ,
lot.

8:18p.m. Skateboarders and in-line skaters In front of Carr Health were ,
reported tor being destructive. Seven people were later seen leaving thep
area, heading toward Lovett Auditorium.

' '

Sunday, Sept. 5, 1999
11:16 p .m . The Hester College fi re alarm was activated by cigarett~ ...
smoke on the third floor.
•

...

Tuesday, Sept. 7, 1999
2:05a.m. A house on 13th Street was reported to have a window broken ·
out and look as if it was vandalized.
10:21 a.m. An ambulance was dispatched for a student in room 107C of :
the Applied Science building.

••

11:08 a.m. A white car was blocked in behind University nre.
12:38 p .m. A hit and run accident was reported behind Waterfield Ubrary.

12:46 p.m. Melissa Boling reported her backpack was stolen. It was·
retumed to the University Store.
1:28 p.m. Amber Larson reported a small· amount of vandalism to her
vehicle.

'•.

...
VVednesday, Sept.8, 1999
11 :46 a.m . The Hart College fire alarm was activated because a contrac· •
tor was smoking under the sixth floor heat detector.
11 :58 a.m. A fire hydrant on the northeast side of Winslow Cafeteria was· •
leaking.
9:42 p .m. A vehicle was reported driving through the mall area of campus
in order to drop another person off at Carr Health.
10:07 p.m. There was a noise complaint of music in the 400 block of College Courts.
10:26 p .m. The driver of a pick·up truck unloading things at the Fine Arts
Building was advised to contact Public Safety before driving through the •
mall area.
11 :08 p.m . An oven fire was reported in the 600 block of College Courts.
There was no fire, just a lot of smoke, which the fire department cleared.

Motorist Assists - 1
Racer Escorts -13
I
I
I ~.I
r
'
Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Kristin Hill, assisr
•
•
•
..
•
tant news editor, from materials available from the Public Safety office.
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Public safety
numbers
very accurate
The stats tell the story.
And numbers don't lie.
The 1998 criminal statistics for Murray State Public
Safety were released last
week with comparisons to
similar statistics from 1996
and 1997. For the most part,
crime has decreased on campus since 1996, so say the
figures.
In 1996, MSU Public Safety opened 276 cases. In '97,
it opened 246 cases. In '98,
the number dropped even
more dramatically to 184.
The stats read like those of
a baseball Cy Young winner
in some categories. No concealed weapons cases in
1998, compared with two in
'96 and one in '97. No menacing cases in '98, compared
with two in '97 and one in
'98.
The most staggering number, however, deals with
alcohol intoxication cases.
Only six cases were opened
in 1998, compared with 11 in
'97 'a nd 19 in '96. Possession
of marijuana cases also
dropped, from 17 in '97 to 11
in '98.
Since most of the numbers
have dropped, then we are
led to believe that crime is
lowering and the campus is
becoming better and safer,
right?
However, that is where the
numbers may lie.
The only crimes that count
in the Public Safety statbook
are the ones that are reported to Public Safety officers.

Our \.-'z'el/)
,

---------------------------------------------------

Issue:

The Murray State Public Safety
crime numbers have decreased the
last two years.

Position:
The numbers may not indicate the
amount of crime that occurs on
campus. The public needs to be
more aware of crime and report it
when it happens.

Once the officers are
informed, a report must be
filled out. Then a case will be
opened and P ublic Safety
will make record of it.
There were probably more
than six public intoxications
on campus last year, but
cases were only opened on
those in which reports were
filed. Also, what constitutes
a public intoxication may
have cut down on those
offenses.
The elements of a public
intoxication, fr om KRS
525.100, state t lie ~
must be in a public place and
is under the influence of a
controlled substance to a
degree that he may endan' ger persons or property or
may annoy persons in t he
vicinity of him.
If someone walks around
on campus under t he influence of a controlled substance, he cannot be arrested for public intoxication
unless he is causing a disturbance. If he is walking with
. a friend, is intoxicated and is
not causing a disturbance,

he wouldn't be arrested for
that offense.
Other criminal offenses,
Iiketbl~ng, also have similar elements which state
what constitute that, including gambling in a public
place or remaining in a public place for the purpose of
unlawfully using a controlled substance.
A prime example of a case
not being opened is one in
which someone might have
been raped. If a woman has
been raped, but does not
want to press charges, a case
will not be opened by Public
Safety. While Public Safety
is called in those instances,

cases are not opened if
charges are not pressed.
There were no rape cases in
1998. There may have been
calls regarding that in 1998,
but charges were not
pressed.
With that in mind, the public needs to be more aware of
crime on campus. The numbers may not be consistent
with the crime that may
really be occurring because
not as many cases are being
opened. There's a lot of
paperwork that goes with filing a report, but fill it out.
That way, we may be aware
of the crime that is really
occurring on campus.
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Some country fans have l{ept their roots
The best of the best was played on
Paducah country radio station WKYQ
Monday, and the results were pretty
much as I expected.
I expected most of the songs to be
newer songs and they were, while
most of the classic country standards
were lower on the list.
I didn't vote for any of the songs in
the top 100, but if I had, I would have
discounted any song that was made
within tne last five years. Nashville
has not put out anything of note during that period. but the list discounts
my position on that.
I didn't know it, but apparently Tim
McGraw'o a legend. He had five songs
in the top 100, including two duets
with his wife, Faith Hill. One of those
duets, "It's Your Love," checked in at
number five on the list.
"Amazed," by Lonestar, i!' the
hottest song of the summer. I thought
it would be voted number one because
of it.. I was pleased, however, that it
wasn't voted number one, but it was
still way too high . It came in at number six.
Other songs, like "This Kiss" by Hill
(number 11), "Keeper Of The Stars,"
by Tracy Byrd <16) and "Don't Take
The Girl," by McGraw (18) do not
deserve to be in the top 20. The only
song of that group that emotionally
moved me was the McGraw song, but
it doesn't deserve to be put atop other
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country classics just because McGraw
is singing the song.
There are more songs left, including
bubblegum fare like "Wide Open
Spaces," by the Dixie Chicks (22),
"Boot Scootin' Boogie" by Brooks and
Dunn (24), "Just To Hear You Say
That You Love Me," by Hill and
McGraw (26) and my personal favorite
song I'd like to rant about, "I Don't
Want To Miss A Thing," by Mark
Chesnutt (34).
An Aerosmith knockoff in the top
100? Come on.
Sensible country fans had their
songs in the bottom halfofthe top 100 .
I was disappointed with "King OfThe
Road," by Roger Miller (50) not coming
in any higher than what it did. Anoth·
er of my favorite Miller songs. "Dang
Me," didn't even make the top 100.
Johnny Cash, who is a legend in
every sense of the word, only had one
song in the top 100, with "I Walk The
Line." That song came in at 58, but

other classics, like ''Folsom Prison
Blues" and "A Boy Named Sue" (performed by Cash but written by Shel
Silverstein) didn't make the list.
In my mind, the Bob Dylan of country music is Kris K.ristofferson. He's a
great writer, but I'd rather hear other
singers sing his songs (Janis Joplin.
"Me and Bobby McGee." 'Nuff said.)
Many think Kristofferson is not a
country writer, especially since his
most famous song is a rock classic. But
he did most of his writing in Nashville
in the early days, associated with
many of Nashville's outlaws (like
Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson and
Cash) and won many awards for his
songwriting.
So why is Kristofferson missing
from the list, except for his song "Why
Me," (100) and "Help Me Make It
Through The Night (68), performed by
Sammi Smith?
A clue might come from an incident
that occurred when I called WKYQ's
popular "Outlaw Hours" show a few
weeks ago.
I was driving home from Russellville
late one Friday night, and I was listening to the Q. I called in and
requested Kristofferson's classic "Sunday ~orning Coming Down." Jn a condescending tone, the DJ said "We
don't play that." While trying to think
of something else to request, I came up
with one right out of the blue.

"How about 'Why Don't We Get
Drunk And Screw?' " I said.
"Sure, we'll put that right on," he
said.
While WKYQ is not known for playing much of Kristofferson's repertoire,
I believe at least two or three of his
songs, which he performs himself,
should have been included.
And where was Glen Campbell on
the list? I know Campbell's music was
not as outlaw flavored, like Kristofferson, but he left his mark in country
music. Songs like "Wichita Lineman"
and "Southern Nights" would be
included in most top 100 rankings, but
apparently not those conducted
around here.
While country music may be more
popular than ever, the performers and
its fans should be appreciative of its
roots. If Roy Acuff, the Carter family
or Hank Williams Sr. did not write
and perform great music, we wouldn't
be hearing from Shania Twain, Tim
McGraw or (God help us) the Dixie
Chicks.
Oh, by the way, the number one
song on the countdown was "He
Stopped Loving Her Today," by
George Jones. At least some country
fans have taste.
Greg Stark is the Viewpoint Editor of
The Murray Stat~ News.
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SSLD office provides student services
Albert Einstein, Tom Cruise, Walt
Disney, Bo Jackson, Cher, Nelson
Rockefeller, Agatha Christie and
Whoopi Goldberg. What do all these
famous people have in common? They
all have a neurological disorder known
as a learning disability.
When I was asked to write a commentary for this week, I thought I
would never have the time to write it
since this is one of the busiest weeks of
the year in our office. But I wanted the
students and faculty to be aware of the
services available on this campus for
students who have learning or other
disabilities Students who have disabilities are allowed "reasonable
accommodations" under the Americans with Disabilities Act passed by
Congress in 1990.
The Services for Students with

a "hidden disability." It is easy to
understand why people who use a
wheelchair may need a helping hand,
(Jj)in ion
but since you cannot see a learning
disability, it is more difficult to understand why these students may need
CINDY
accommodations.
CLEMSON
A learning disability is "a general
term that refers to a group of disorders that are manifested by significant
difficulties in the acquisition and use
of listening, speaking, reading, writLearning Disabilities Office, located in ing or mathematical skills," according
the Lowry Center, provides support to the National Joint Committee on
and reasonable accommodations for Learning Disabilities. Everyone has
more than 150 students at Murray strengths and weaknesses, but learnStare who have documented learning ing disabilities are severe weaknesses
disabilities, attention deficit disorder that require a student to learn how to
or traumatic brain injuries.
compensate for them. Albert Einstein
Many people question the idea of did not even learn to read until he was
learning disabilities because they are nine years old and Nelson Rockefeller
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memorized his speeches and just pre- a learning disability.
tended to read them.
There are also two other offices that
Since college requires so much read- provide services to students who have
ing and writing, students with learn- other disabilities. Student Support
ing disabilities need accommodations Services, a federally-funded program,
to "level the playing field." These works with students who have an
accommodations may include: having "academic need" and a documenred
access to their college textbooks on disability. Another office that works
tape, having someone read their with students is the Office of Equal
exams to them or just having extra Opportunity. It is located in Wells
time and a quiet environment to take Hall and works with disabilities tliat
their exams. Almost everyday a col- are not eligible for services through
lege student comes to see me because the SSLD Office or Student Support
someone on campus has suggested Services. Please visit one of these
they may have a learning disability. I offices if we can help you. Who knows;
usually go through a short interview we may have the next Albert Einstein
with them to find out what problems · on campus, bu.t he may need help
they are having. If students have not reading his CIV 101 exams.
been diagnosed before and they are
struggling with a certain area, we can Cindy Clemson is the SSLD Coordinacheck to see if they may possibly have tor at Murray State.

Store hurts small towns
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If Wal-Mart is currently
"redefining" America, I'd hate
to see a revolution, Wal-Mart
style.
Where should I begin with
the stupidity and "dumbing
down" Wal-Mart has caused to
our small-town culture? How
about the supposed great diversity to which Wal-Mart claims?
Wal-Mart only carries a limired amount of music, movies
and magazines. The only diversity Wal-Mart caters to is that
which does not extend beyond
what is considered "proper" by
a narrow segment of the population.
One exception to the lack of
variety is in the food section. I
must give the company credit
for carrying a "diverse" amount
of food for which people of any
culture could cook meals in the
traditional style of their homeland
These Wal-Mart antics would
all be fine because, with this
being a "free" country, WalMart has the right to carry
whatever it wants. But as WalMart moves into the smalltown atmosphere, it also
destroys the opportunities of
local businesses.
Wal-Mart is able to drive its
prices way down and a lot of
businesses on Main Street are
no longer able to compete.
These people are then forced to
close down and some have to
settle to coming to Wal-Mart
for a minimum wage job with
an enraged boss going through
a mid-life crisis breathing
down their necks every second
of the day.
With this occurring in small
towns nationwide, it's no wonder 90 percent of the people living around Wal-Mart end up
shopping there. It's because
they have no other place to go.
Yet Americans are always
willing to give up a little freedom for the sake of convenience. I find myself trudging
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down the sidewalk before sliding my weary body into my 6cylinder automobile and jolting
on over to Wal-Mart just
because it's the nearest place.
In Murray there isn't even a
K-Mart to compete against
Wal-Mart any more. Not that
K-Mart is all that great, but
that is one of the first things I
noticed when coming to Murray State last year.
Th ankfully we still have
stores like Terrapin Station,
Sunset Boulevard and Stuck
that allow us an alternative
choice. But if a college was not
located in Murray, these stores
would not exist. In my hometown of London, Ky., the only
other choice to purchasing
artistic material of this sort is
K-Mart.
Just because Wal-Mart has
become the ONLY place left·to
go in these small, down-home
towns in America doesn't mean
it's neat and cool. Wal-Mart
has almost eliminated any
chance for small businesses to
succeed, censored what artistic
material they do carry and
therefore taken away our freedom to have a choice in these
matters without driving to a
larger city.
I guess you could say the
changes that have occurred are
"revolutionary," but I wouldn't
say this revolution is any way
good or cool just because you
can meet other consumers
stuck in this same corporation.

Kyle Shadoan is a Staff Writer
for The Murray State News.

Reorganization plan needs faculty adjustments
Last week Provost Gary Brockway
unveiled the long-anticipated Alexan·
der administration's plan for reorganizing MSU. Although there were
some surprises, a few snafus, and
some areas that need further refinement, the reorganization plan has
much to recommend to the MSU faculty. There will be one less dean. The
new College of Health Services and
Human Services should be able to capitalize on the rapid expansion in the
health fields. Fine Arts and Humanistic Studies are often combined in colleges across America and there is no
reason to believe that their union at
MSU would be any less successful.
The snafus, however, are more
numerous. It makes little sense to
combine the bulk of communications
departments with the old College of
Education. Mar.y faculty see this move
as a heavy-handed power play by the
Dean of Education, Jack Rose. Rose, a
close adviser and a long-time supporter of President Kern Alexander, is
likely to view unfavorably any hint of
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a severance of the communications
departments from his college.
Several of the communications
departments would prefer to be joined
with the new College of Business,
Industry and Govcniment or the new
College of Humanities and Fine Arts.
Physical Education, also placed within
the new College of Education and
Communication, probably belongs
alongside its cousins, the departments
of exercise science and theraputic
recreation slated to be located in the
new College of Health Sciences and
Human Services.

Further misaligned departments
must include government. Government, that is, the department of political science, hardly belongs in the new
College of Business, Industry and
Government. They more properly fit
into the new College of Humanities
and Fine Arts.
Certainly in the "line tuning" category we could include the splitting of
criminal justice and legal studies from
the political science department and
the emaciation of the department of
sociology by taking anthropology,
gerontology, archaeology as well as
social work from that department and
transferring them to science or the
new College of Health Services. These
alterations do not fit the "synergy"
goalao often mentioned by Brockway.
More troublesome are the issues of
whom the new deans will be and how
the budgets of Lhe departments and
colleges will be handled. Disregarding
the problems noted above, should the
deans of the new colleges ( presumably, only Jack Rose is safely

ensconced in his position} fail to
smoothly carry out the transition from
the old structure to the new, should
they discriminate in the slightest way,
faculty morale will plummet far
beyond our already low threshold.
The new deans will have to work
long and hard at merging and melting
together the new configuration. These
deans will have to be the advocates of
the faculty and administration.
Budgets will be altered in ways
impossible to predict. Each dean and
department chair will have to carefully monitor their budgets down to the
smallest detail in order to prevent the
transference of funds for staff and faculty positions to other departments or
colleges.
Most disturbing, however, was the
way the reorganization plan was
annouced to the faculty. Great secrecy
surrounded the plan. Rumors were
rife. We were told what the reorganization plan would look like without
being able to truly participate in the
process of drawing up the plan. My old

friend, Gary Brockway, referred to the
ad hoc committee as contributing significantly to the final product. Actually the core recommendations of that
committee were ignored.
Faculty at MSU have long believed
in shared university governance.
Standing committees and the Faculty
Senate are considered to have significant roles to play in offering advice
and expertise to administrators on
questions dealing with academics.
Under the administration, this
process has been steadily eroded. The
announcement of the reorganization .
plan, unfortunately, is another illustration of the attack on the system of
shared governance. We believe this
reorganization plan needs further faculty debate and eventual consensus
before it is submitted to the Board of
Regents.

Terry Strieter is a Professor of Hitttory
at Murray State and the chair of the
Murray Alliance of Collegiate Educa·
tors.
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Post-tenure plan gains support from faculty
•Faculty: The proposed posttenure review process could
ensure the faculty members' performances reach satisfactory levels.
By Sh a nnon McFarlin

tenure re\;ew is just like the tenure
review."

The goals

Price said the committee is attempting to accomplish sever al goals.
"First of all, we had a broad goal: to
ensure
that the post-tenure review
Staff Writer
process is triggered by performance,
The Faculty Senate voted over- rather thnn be an automatic thing,"
whelmingly to support a proposed he said.
Secondly, the group seeks for the
post-tenure review policy at its meetprocess
to "use existing mechanisms
ing Tuesday.
wherever
it can," such as "depenMany in . the group, however,
dence
on
the
existing annual perforexpressed concern about the Board of
mance
reviews."
Regents' apparent rejection of the fac"We're trying not to introduce a new
ulty handbQok as the rule book for facarray
of instruments and processes,"
ulty-administration interaction.
Associate Provost Bill Price made a he said.
Third, the process "will be broadpresentation of the post-tenure review
based, involving deans, chairs and
policy that is being formulated.
Price Rtrongly emphasized that a peers,'' he said. "We're trying to build
post-tenure review policy is not being a system that from the beginning
implemented as a means of "getting focuses on wha t we want. We are not
rid" of faculty. Price said several sen- trying to get rid of people. We're t ry·
ators on the committee will issue its ing to ensure that every faculty memrecommendations to the provost in the ber performs at least to a satisfactory
level.
spring.
'We're trying to introduce as few
"We're starting the process of meetnew
concepts as possible. The only
ing with var ious groups to seek
really
new idea that is left is the idea
input," Price said. ''We've met with
that
the
Board of Regents can rescind
deans, department chairs and the
tenure,
Everything
else exists some<Faculty Senate) executive commit·
where
in
the
current
policies."
tee."
·
To produce a workable review policy, Price said the committee "looked at Faculty discussion
Wayne Beasley, professor of history,
a large number of post-tenure review
suggested
t he policy include a parapolicies at Kentucky institutions and
graph
explaining
what Kentucky Jaw
elsewhere. At some places, the post-

going to have to go through a post- person. 1 think that's something we
can fix."
tenure review."
' ' First of all. we h ad a
He said the procedures recommendAfter protracted discussion, the
ed in the policy would be lengthy and Senate tabled a resolution dealing
broad goal: to ensure
tedious.
with the faculty handbook issue until
that the post-tenure
"This shouldn't be easy," he said. "It the minutes are available to clarify
review process is trigis a har d process a nd will take a lot of the action taken at its June meeting.
energy, a lot of time and a lot of docuFollowing the meeting, Call said t he
gered by performentation.
faculty
is concerned because for 10
mance, ra ther than
Faculty Senate President Bill Call years, the faculty handbook "has been
be an automatic
said, "I'm not in favor of anything that referenced in the faculty contracts as
would lead to witch hunts. But at the representing the policies and procething. ' '
same time, we wouldn't want there to dures for the University. But this
- BILL PR.ICE
be no way to address it if faculty was year, reference to the handbook was
AssociATE PROVOST
not doing their job. But there is a bal- removed from the contracts. The only
ance here - there are many safe- thing in its place is a reference to the
guards in this."
Kentucky statute that says the Board
provides for the termination of facuJAfter expressing concerns, faculty of Regents is· in charge."
ty.
members fell in line behind the proCall t>nid Faculty Senate members
Price said the Kentucky Legislature posals.
attended the .J un~ Board meeting and
has directed universities across the
"This is exactly what we want," Bill requested the Board declare they had
state to formulate post-tenure review Schell, associate professor of history, adopted the handbook. He said the
policies. He said the Legislature ini- said. "It's a good plan. We should discussion at the meeting was complitially planned to require post-tenure worry if this passes a nd the Board cated, but that his impression was the
reviews of faculty every five years, but thinks it's not binding on them. I Board ''had affirmed that they did
eventually decided to allow every Uni- think we need to get behind this."
adopt the handbook and that it did
ver sity to set its own policy.
contain some of their policies, but they
After a series of questions from fac- Other business
declined to go further."
ulty trying to clarify the mechanics of • The faculty voiced concern to Price • A resolution of support and appredthe proposed policy, Price explained over past actions, including confusion ation for the Rcrvice of Joe Green, forthe post-tenure review process would over possible action taken by t he mer director of Public Safety, received
be triggered after two unsatisfactory Board of Regents at its June meeting OV<lrwhelming a pproval by the Faculannual reviews.
involving t he faculty handbook and ty Senate.
Overall, he said he believed the pro- the posting of personnel records on • T he Senate elected Betty Powell,
posed policy "makes sense."
the worldwide web.
assistant professor of nursing, Terry
"I t hink it's fair," he said. "But if we
"[ didn't really come here to doni Strieter, professor of h istory, and
go to the Board, we're going to need with that," Price said. "I have every Steve White, assistant professor of
strong support. The Board isn't going confidence that we can work through biological science, to the executive
to like the idea that not everyone is that problem. But I'm an optimistic committee.
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Burglaries are inconsistent

Helping hands

-crime: College students noticeable increase during
come and go with breaks in lengthy breaks.
"Burglaries here come in
the academic calender and
spurts," Holmes said. "We have
so do burglaries in the city. our share of burglaries."
Holmes said people look to
By Kristin Hill
Assistant News Editor

LaurJ Deaton! The News

To mmy Vardell, freshman from Pleasantview, Tenn., a nd Tara Wright, junior from
Lewisburg, pa rticipate In an Elizabeth College program.

Murray State students and
city residents should take precautions to prevent their resi·
denccs from being burglarized,
.Murray Police Capt. Bobby
Holmes said.
The University's significant
role in the city is reflected in
the burglary trends. Holmes
said most burglaries occur
when students are moving in
and out of town. There is also a

steal items they can sell quickly, which include items many
college students have, ~:~uch as
stereos, CDs and jewelry.
This type of burglary
occurred when Garth Tidwell,
22, of Murray, reported the
theftofmore than $1,600 worth
of stereo equipment and CDs
from his vehicle after midnight
on Sept. 4, according to police
reports. His vehicle was parked
behind the Cheri Theater at
the time of the theft.

Besides keeping their residences and vehicles locked,
Holmes suggests ways Murray
residents can prevent burglaries:
• Have someone watch the
apartment.
• Let neighbors know when you
are leaving and when you plan
to return.
• Leave valuables with someone you trust or take them with
you .
Because college students
come and go with the breaks in
the academic calender, precautions particularly need to be
taken at Thanksgiving, Christmas and Spring Break, Holmes
said.

Congrats to the MSU
Girls Volleyball Tecnn!

1316 APPLt CAft
For All Your Portrait Needs
753-7050

OAKWOOD
STUDIO
Ken Andrus
Country Square- 1608 Hwy. 121 N.

Back To Sch ool Special

$29.00
wllh MSU 1D

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight

sepc. t t Hoosier Daddy
sepc. t a Mike HoUoway •
The Bottom Line
LOCATED ON 641 S.

8

X

10

12 mi les South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
90 1-247-5798
Sor no minors after 9:30 .m.

5x7
4 wallets

sandwich.~

Great for Interviews!

Welcome
. Back!

"A Decision of Mercy"

Murray state

Try Arby's delicious Beef 'n Cheddar
Lean and tender roaat blel tOpped with tangy
chlddlr cheele uuc:e, MrV8CI on 1 tOIII8d
onion roll. All this at a Mnsatlonal price you
can't afford to pan up. But hurry because
~
a sandwich this tempting for a price
~

rb

~~a~~::~~~:~~·~e,:~t~~~;"ke• for

University

:>

u!lnl;lUIJiw•r•l•l
01VI31vf1(alno.

Powerful and thought provoking drama
about the choices of life and death.

Sunday, Sept. 12
2.p.m. - Curris Center Ballroom
The Cast
Darius & Claudia __.;a young Roman couple in the
midst of a crisis pregnancy.
Dr. Utica Onesus -- a former abortion provider
who is Claudia's dearest
friend and confidant
The Sergeant ------- a Roman Centurion

MSU Student Special

Arby's

Dbl. Cheeseburger
Value Meal

Hwy 641 North

$279

al"E"F"N-cREooAR-sANbWieR-

For A Limited Time
Show your Student ID

10o/o OFF

M;~~D

Exp.
9-24-99

ONLY

$1.79

~

~~

Good for up to two sandwiches
Present coupon at time of purchase.

-------------------------

Sponsored by

LifeHouse • 753-0700

GIRLS, ARE YOU A CHRISTIAN?
DO YOU WANT TO BE IN A SORORITY?
Alpha Delta Chi jail Rush 1999

.......

~·~ept. 13 • 9nfo. }Vleeting, Curris Center 'l'heater, 'i p.m •

~,

Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.
Where Families Come Together

• Are you pregnant?
• Unable to parent lit this lime?

WE CAN HELPI
•

Counseling provided

•
•

Pregnancy expenses patd
You choose loving parents
~QToiiF~e

Day (800) S42·5245
Evening (800) 820·4091

Sept. 1~ • "Revert rJack to 'Jour Childhood"
Elizabeth College £obb~, 'i p.m.
• "9nsurmountable Obstacles"
.Num 13:26-1~:9, rJoy Scout }Vluseum, 6 p.m.
Sept. 1':1· • rJid Night!!!
Questions? Ca ll Christine@ 762-4939 or Ellee@ 762-4937

I
I•
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Higher educatiQn
faces.Y2I< issues

- Chit Chat

assisting historically black colleges and
universities, Hispanic-serving institutions, tribally-controlled colleges and
the 100 campuses receiving the most
federal financial aid.
The report states "there is insufficient
Staff Report
infonnation to assess adequately the
readiness of postsecondary institutions
Colleges and trade schools have not but the limited infonnation available
done enough to prepare for year 2000 indicates that they may be at high risk."
computer problems and may be at a
There has been a low level of partici"high risk" for disruptions in student pation by colleges and trade schools in
aid. according to a report released by tests of data exchanges between updatthe Inspector General's Office of the ed computer systems at the department
Education Department in July.
and the institutions, according to the
The department has made efforts to Inspector General's Office.
promote awareness and provide assisThe report said only three of 15 institance to colleges and trade schools deal- tutions participating in the tests sucing with Y2K problems.
cessfully completed 'them
It has sponsored focus groups nationThe report is available on the Internet
wide to help those institutions. Many of at http://www.vais.net/-e doig/AuditRethe efforts have been concentrated on portsls1190016.pdf.

•Millennium:
Postsecondary
institutions may have to deal with
Y2K problems becuase of lack of
preparation and information.

Ryan Brooks/l71e New•

A break between classes allows Betsy Radford, sophomore, Rebecca Radford, freshman, both from
Clinto n, and Ashley Noe, sophomore from New Albany, Ind., some s pare t im e t o spe nd chatting.

Clarl{ College reconsiders secession from RCA
Adviser Neil Mcmillian and new - , - , - - - - - - - - - - - tion helps students learn and
RCA officers has led to the
I feel that
find out how to handle situations."
upcoming vote; however, she
said even though communication
seceeding from
Josh Williams has taken
has improved with RCA, ·no
RCA gave Clark a over the RCA presidency from
By Jason Yat es
bad name. ' '
Tom Holcomb since Clark voted
major changes have been impleAssociate Editor
mented ~:>ince Clark seceded.
to secede last year. Williams
"We are taking them at their
- REBECCA HErNER ,
thinks it is important for Clark
After a nine-month absence, Clark College word right now," Hefner said.
PREsmENT
to return to the fold.
might be ready to rejoin the Residential College "We hnve been helping them
,.
CLARK
CoLLEGE
"We feel like as RCA we
0
Association.
with the upcoming Family
need to represent all the colA vote Monday will allow each member of the Weekend, and I am pretty sure ,- - - - - - - - - - - - leges," Williams said...We hope
·college to have a say in the future direction of we will be rejoining RCA."
Clark decides to return so we
Clark.
Steve Horwood, faculty head of Clark College, can once again represent every college."
Clark became the first college to secede from said he would like to see the college return to
Williams said RCA has worked diligently to
RCA on Dec. 7, 1998. One hundred twenty-four RCA.
become a more driving force on campus, not only
students participated in the vote, which saw 65
"I hope the students vote to return to RCA for Clark, but for all students of the residential
residents vote to secede and 59 residents vote to because it would be better for them to try and colleges.
remain with RCA
build the RCA instead of trying to get out of it,"
"'We have done a better job at planning the
Rebecca Hefner, president of Clark College, Horwood said. "Being a member of an organiza- activities we are going to do," he said.
said the improved leadership under new RCA

•RCA: The first Residential College to
secede from the Ressidential College Association considers rejoining.

Williams said RCA is getting more information
circulated about the organization to students.
One way RCA has achieved this goal is by creating a web page.
One concern about the upcoming vote is many
of Clark's residents were not even in college
when the initial problems surfaced. Hefner does
not foresee this being a problem, however.
"Quite a few new people showed up at our
council meeting concerning this issue," she said.
"Everybody does not have to vote in a collegewide vote. The new people who have not
heard much about this will probably not vote." ·
Hefner believes Clark's secession might have
given the college a bad reputation, but she hopes
the secession has opened RCA's eyes to problems
they might not have seen before.
"I feel seceding from the RCA gave Clark a bad
name," Hefner said. "Hopefully rejoining the
organization will help clear our names."

Are you looking for a home on
t he World Wide Web?

L . . ECIM

_-.. _. . .

-~..-

C61na

All You Can eat
( Avaltabll

. ,. . E

-~--.-.w
E
/WE W' I , 0 /fl/._ .lfll E 6
Check Out our Giveaway Prizes !
',"( CO's
~'c T-Shirts
..,.'( Plus anything else we ca n get ahold of!

~uffet

'\QO/o

11

~u ffe t

a.m. - B:JO p.m.)

orrr-~V-='"-'-:':-:-"_or-:::-ta_k_,_ou-:-t:_.=---10""\% Of:f:
Under Ntw Owntra&tpl
Nt wl!f Rmtuclt ltci I
fxpa"cifng VIn i ng Ruum I
Nuw Strvfng Suft Strvt kt Crtam I

o.,, Varly
Mlll!ltav - Ti.-lav: ID:JOa.m.-w p.m.
frl4av C. Satu~Ut~: ID:JO a.m.·ID:JO p.m .
Sufllfay: lti:Jtl a.m.·f:Jtl p.m.

H1C1

N. uti St -

_ .. r.,..Jrito'•

('"tral SHpp!119 ('"""'
7SJ·Mio

WELCOME BACK!
AND

GOOD LUCK QACEQ£

s ·o LUTION:

.AUNION

PLANTERS
BANK

Online Banking - Coming Soon!
P.O. Box 1080

1 01 S. 4th St.

762- 5237
{800) 753-1893

from
Murray - Mayfield

CABLECOMM
n.
'tOUR~CONNECnoHTO

WORLD

The WINNER~ of our
TV and VCR drawing are:
TV - Jill Buckman

Mrs . .9Lnn

208 S. 12th St.
767-0508

Reader & Advisor
A true born Psychic: Gifted from God
*Discount for Murray Students*
*I give advice on Busilte.'is, Marriage and Lm•eAffairs!
*Bri11g your problems to me - I willltelpl
*Sol~·e tltem no matter wltat your problem may bel

-

~

VCR - Tara Allen

Congratulations!
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LifeHouse banquet to
feature drama
The LifeHouse annual
fund-raising banquet will
be held Saturday, at 6
p.m., in the Curris Center
Ballroom. It will feature
the drama "A Decision of
Mercy:• performed by the
professional drama company, Double Edge Productions from St. Cloud
Experience. Phone 7530700 for more Information.

Grease auditions
begin next week
The theater and dance
area of the department of
speech communication
and theater has
announced auditions for
the November production of "Grease: A New
SO's Rock n' Roll Musical,"
by Jim Jacobs and Warren
Casey.
Auditions will be held
Sept. 20 and 22 at the
Robert E. Johnson Theater In the Fine Arts
Building, beginning at 7
p.m. Anyone wanting to
try out needs to have a
song prepared, but not
one from the show. An
accompanist will be provided, or you can use a
stereo that will be supplied. Phone James I.
Schempp at 762-5487 for
more information.

Donations neede d t o
fight heart d isease
J

About 300 residents of
Murray and Calloway
County wiJI be stepping
out against heart disease
and stroke as they participate in the American
Heart Walk Saturday
inside the Regional Special
Events Center: Registration will begin at 8: I 5
a.m. and the walk will
start at 9 a.m.
Participants are asked
to collect flat donations
from family, friends and
co-workers. Collections
are to be brought to the
event and turned in during registration. If participants do not wish to ask
others for donations, they
are asked to sponsor
themselves. A minimum is
not required.
Any walker collecting
$ I 00 or more will receive
a 1999 American Heart
Walk T-shirt. For more
information, phone 7539802.

Murray hosts fi rst ice
cream festival
Murray-Calloway County Park will be the site
for the region's first ice
cream festival. Two of the
areas radio stations,
WKYQ and WDDJ, have
teamed up with the Murray-Calloway County
Parks to host the event
on Sept. 18.
Through the support of
Purity Dairy, the event
will offer tons of free ice
cream, a homemade ice
cream contest, live music
and more. A contest
called "The Milk Shake
Shake" and an "Ice Cream
Cone Obstacle Course"
are also planned.
Briefs compiled by Tara
Shelby, assistant college
life editor.

Car maintenance

frustrates students
By Christine Hall
College Life Editor
Car maintenance can be frustrating
for a person on a student budget, especially if the student has a limited
knowledge of automobiles.
Jamie Hettenbach, junior from
Evansville, Ind., said she has had endless bad luck with cars.
She received a Corsica in July of 1997
and said within three months of the
purchase, she had to replace the alternator, battery and timing chain.
Hettenbach said when she got into an
accident, many things that she did not
realize could happen happened.
"What they don't tell you when you
have an air bag is that when it inflates,
dust comes out," she said. "I saw the
dust smoke and thought my car was on
fire."
According to "Woman Motorist Magazine," when students leave for college,
they may be making their first long dis·
"In high school, I had driver's educatance car ride. Then they are responsi- tion," she said. "They taught us how to
ble for the car during the school year.
do everything."
The magazine gives tips like checking
If the car you are riding in breaks
all fluids and making sure the car jack down, Bramlett said you should rememis in working order, as well as the spare ber one thing.
tire.
"Mechanics are always hard to fmd,"
LeAnn Bramlett, freshman from Mur· she said. "Once you find a good one,
ray, said she never has to worry if her stick with him no matter what the price
car breaks down.
is."

Shana Sieve, senior from Boone, Mo.,
said when the battery in her car died,
she learned she needed to be prepared.
"Always have a cell phone," she said.
One way students can keep their cars
in good condition is to have them serviced regularly.
"I see a lot of people driving who look
like they don't know what they are
doing," Derek Whittaker, senior from

photo illustration by Laura Deaton/The News '
Aurora, said. "Part of the responsibility
of having a vehicle is taking care of it."
Whittaker said he has had his vehicle
since he was 12 years old and has kept
it in good condition by regular tuneups.
"The key is to keep changing the oil
and antifreeze," he said. "It is a simple
thing that will make the cars last a lot
longer."

Crucial operations prolong life of car
By R uss Oates

more than filling your vehicle
with
gas and changing the air
Staff Writer
freshener when you can no
If you are a college student, longer smell it, think again.
you are busy. With work, cam- Proper maintenance of a vehipus organizations and sleep, cle is work.
One of the most crucial operyou barely have time for
things like going to class or ations in prolonging the life of
your vehicle is changing the
studying.
The last thing you need is a oil. The standard amount of
problem with your vehicle. Not time prescribed by most vehi·
only will it be nearly impossi- cle manufacturers is every
ble to find time to have it 3,000 miles.
In addition to changing the
fixed, but it will also cost
oil,
you should rotate the tires
money. Everyone knows what
regularly.
The general rule for
college students Lack more
tires is to rotate them every
than time -money.
So what can be done to pre- 6,000 miles. Also, you should
vent the inconvenience of a monitor the air filter, brake
fluid and power steering fluid
broken vehicle?
Unfortunately, if you own a and change them when needvehicle, you are bound to have ed.
Remember, after you have a
problems with jt. However, not
mechanic
check and change
all is lost. You can do certain
everything
on your vehicle,
things to put off the occursomething
probably
will go
rence of the inevitable
mechanical failures and a trip wrong at the moment you
to see someone like Rob least expect it. Fortunately,
you can take measures to
·
Richey.
Richey, owner of University make that moment less stressTire and Auto, has been ful.
Lisa Brown, the manager of
repairing vehicles at his Main
Murray's
Automobile AssociaStreet business for 11 years.
tion
of
America,
recommends
"Performing regular maintekeeping
several
items
in your
nance is the key," Richey said.
"If you don't fix it until it vehicle at all times.
The suggested items are
breaks, then it will cost you
more and it will be an inconve- jumper cables, a flashlight,
two flares, wire, knee pads, a
nience."
For those who believe regu- siphoning hose, bandages, a
lar maintenance is nothing garbage bag and tape.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Andy Hutson, a mechanic at University Tire and Auto, uses an air
wratchet to make adjustments under the hood.

Brown also mentioned the
importance of preparing for a
long trip.
..Before a trip, you should
check your tires, oil and fluids," she said.
If you are still not convinced

how important it is to properly
maintain your vehicle, listen
to Rob Richey.
"Most students aren't driving new cars, but they are
usually the most expensive
things they own."

How to change a tire
1. Park the car on a level
surface.
2. Get the spare tire and
tools needed for the job.
3. Using a lug wrench
loosen all of the nuts on
the wheel.
4. Position the jack in a
,good spot and raise the
car high enough to
remove the flat tire (use
common sense).
5. Jack up the front end of l
the car so you can reach 1
the oil drain plug.
1
1
6. Use the wrench to
remove the nuts and
place them in a safe
place.
7. Pull off the wheel.
8. Roll the spare into position and align the holes
on the wheel with the
studs.
9. Replace the nuts and
tighten.
10. Low~r the car and
tighten the nuts one last
time.
11 . When you have finished all of the prior
steps, pick up the tools
and buy a new tire.
Source:
www.csun.edu/-alc52884/tire 1.htm

Automobile Maintenance Sched ule
Every Week

Check fuel level.
gauges. brakes. lights.
signals. and check for
puddles under the car.

Every Month

Every 3 Months

Every 6 months

heck tire pressure.
Change engine oil.
fan belts, power steer- check tire tread depth,
ing. transmission, and and exhaust .system
windshield wnsher
for leaks.
fluid.

Brtan Howell/ The News

Source: http://www.csun.edu

\.
_....__

Change engine oil and
Iiller. check fuel filter. mtnte tire~. lubricate chasis fittings.
and have wheel
alignment checked.

Every 12

tn~pect brakes. rcpuck wheel
beanngs. Replace air filter. 1.park
plug-;, antifreeze. Check nir conditioner. carburetor or fuel injection,
di!-.tributor cap and rotor
(replace if necessary).

Ryan Brooks/The News
W aylon Rushing changes a tire ,
at University Tire and Auto. '
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Students discover discounts around town Make plans to avoid
Domino's (off-campus) Los P.orta les
Kentucky Fried Chicken the 'Freshmen 15 '
Free small drink with buffet or meal

Small one topping for $4.99, medium one topping for $5.99, large one
topping for $6.99

Possible for large groups

Papa John's

Buy one buffet, get the second half

Pagliai's

McDonald's
Special "MSU" meals

off; buy one entree get the second

Large one topping for $6.98, small
one topping for $4.99

Staff Report

purchase

half off

Snappy Tomato

August Moon

Mr. Gatti's

10 percent off with Racercard

10 percent off with Racercard

10 percent off, 20 percent off on
Saturdays with Racercard ·

Taco John;s

China House

Pizza Hut

10 percent off buffet

15 percent off with Racercard

El Melson
Mexican Restaurant

10 percent off with Racercard

Movies to Go

Golden China

10 percent discount with Racercard

Two movies for $3 Mondays through
Thursdays

10 percent off with Racercar

Sirloin Stockade

Granny's

10 percent off with Racercard

10 percent off with Racercard

Compiled by Melissa Stoneberger, contributing
writer..

crucial . part of any weightmaintenance program.
The stress of handling rigor- • Choose foods w isely:
ous studies and being away Foods that are low in fat and
from parents for the first time high in fiber are best for a
in an environment with unlim- healthy diet.
ited access to food can quickly • Be realistic: Never say
result in weight gain .
"always" or "never." People
· And if freshmen use food to who successfully manage their
soothe
emotional
needs weight give themselves perinstead of hunger, putting on mission to be imperfect. They
allow themselves treats.
15 pounds is quite possible.
Maintaining a healthy weight
The secret is to forgive youris entirely possible by follow- self for one missed exercise
ing these simple guidelines.
session or eating one piece of
• Draw a p la n: People who chocolate cake.
plan for success will most likeDon't let your failures undo
ly avoid gaining weight.
all your efforts. If you go over• Keep a r ecord: Taking · board, pick. yourself up and
stock of what you eat and start over again at the next
when will help you track your meal or the next day. ·
progress and pinpoint areas
where you can improve.
Elizabeth Somer, R .D, con.• Stay active: Exercise is a tributed to this report.

Attention: .
Student Ambassador Retreat

Monday, Sept. 13
5 - 9 p.m.
Curris Center - Small Ballroom
1 st .Meeting

Sept. 15, 9 p.m.
Mason Hall ___
~;..;;;..;:;._

tJ
I
For Delivery or
Carryout call
753-1000
Limited Time
$3.99 Buffet
From 11 a.m .... 2 p.m.
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
111 N. 12th St.
lOo/o off for MSU Students Sunday- Friday
20o/o off for MSU Students Saturdays Only

-------~~r-------~~
Larg~

T

2 - Toppmg
Pizza
$849

I

· :
1

Get a 2nd I Pick-up
for $5 1 Only

Mediu~

1 -Toppmg
Pizza
$522.

~-

T

·

Get a 2nd
for $4

-----------~--------Snappy . .~
. Spaghetti •
:
Sunday Specia~
$299 Buffet
Meal
1
I
I

with coupon
Limit 4 adults

•

•

•

•

•

•

TERRAPIN
STATION
South 12th Street

I•
~20
MurraY, ICY. Ph. • 270- 753
New and Used
I• COMPACT
DISCS and CASSETTES
Also
I• Posters -stickers -Biackli 9hts
r
·
Shirts·
Music
Videas·lhcehSe
I•
I• ~~~$2.00 Off
I• ~~~~e~~a~rs ~J~~,S~~r~~tt. ~l~:
-8~26

•

I -•

.._

•

Expires

..

~

•

!iEPT. i!4

•

I•
I•
I•
I
•
I•
I•
I
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Check out this week's special in the Classifieds
section! Sell you stuff and save some money!

www. thenews.org

•
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Santana shows age

•

lS

thing of past
Top 5 COs of the Week

Music l?euiell'
Santa na "Supe r natural"

• LlfeHouse annual fund-raising banquet- "A Decision of
Mercy" Curris Center Ballroom, 6 p.m., phone 753-0700 for more
information.
J
• Rosh Hashanah begins

Sunday, Sept. 12
• Grandparents' Day
• Bible study- Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

Dixie Chicks - "Fly"

Monday, Sept. 13

Source: Sunset Boulevard.Music
and Terrapin Station

• Alpha Kappa Psi Professional Business Fraternity Rush Curris Center Game Room, 7 p.m.

Surprisingly, their styles
mix very well together to make
a beautiful and unusual song.
Carlos Santana's age has not
shown whatsoever on "Supernatural." If anything, he seems
to
have gotten better.
Arista
The album booklet from
Santa na m akes a stro ng co m eback with its ne w album "Supe r"Maps To Ecstasy" by Gabrielle
natu ral;' featuring an e ne rgetic style typical of previous album s.
Roth lists the following q uote:
ing.
His 7:48 song with Carlos San- "Many of my favor~te shamans
Perhaps the song "The Call · tana, "'rhe Calling," is the best are rock stars.
They probably don't even
ing"I with Eric Clapton or on the a lbum.
"Maria Maria" written by
The guitar playing is some of know they're shamans, but
Wyclef Jean would have made the most beautiful and amaz- they know how to get to ecstasy
a better single
ing I have heard. But what and back, and how to take oth"Maria Maria" is a great song could you expect when match- ers with them. They may not
musically and lyrically. San- ing Clapton and Santana have a license, but t hey know
tana and Wyclef eloquently together?
how to drive. I think the same
reflect each other's talent.
"Put Your Lights On" with could be said for Santana.
There is, of course, still the Everlast is a runner-up for the
god of the guitar: Eric Clapton. best on the album.
Santana "Supernatural" • A

-ra
.CI
·-cc

0\-\·· .

Friday, Sept. 10

Tuesday, Sept. 14
• Omicron Delta Kappa meeting- Curris Center Ohio Room, 6
p.m.
• Academic Team meeting - Quick Recall Fall organizational
.
meeting, Curris Center Ohio Room, 4 p.m.
• Free HIV test - Confidential , no appointment needed, sponsored
by Calloway County Health Center, Curris Center Cumberland
Room, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more information phone 753-3381 .

Wednesday, Sept. 15
• Service learning workshop - Sponsored by American Humanics
and the College of Education, Currls Center Mississippi Room, 2:30
to 5:30 p.m.
• Student Ambassadors meeting- Mason Hall, 9 p.m.
• Springer-Franklin dinner • Winslow, 6 p.m.
• Ask • A • Nurse - Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge, 11:30
a.m. to 1 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 16
• Study Abroad Fair - Curris Center, Second Floor, 11 a.m. to 2
p.m.
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NEED CA$H???
GET UP TO $300 TODAY!!!
WE WILL CASH YOUR PERSONAL
CHECK TODAY AND DEPOSIT IT
TWO WEEKS LATER!!!
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WHAT DO I NEED?
·ACTIVE CHECKING
ACCOUNT
• DRIVERS LICENSE
·PROOF OF INCOME

• Curris Center •
Saturday, Sept.11
2 p.m.
Tom "Dr. Cue" Rossman will be performing trick
and fancy shots, one arm shooting, audience
challenges, technical advice and instructions for
those that want to improve their game.
Spectators Welcome.
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Saturday, Sept. 11

Top Country CD ,

Ill

------------------------------------------~ ,
Weekrtbeac/
'·
• Photography display - Photography by linda Guerrant, uwalk •
About the LBL," Wrather Museum, through Dec. 15.

1. - Blue Streak Soundtrack
2. - Coal Chamber • "Chamber Music"
3. - Lil' Troy • "Sittin' Fat
Down South"
4. - Seven 1Dust - 41Home"
5. - Triple Six Mafia • "Club
Memphis"

Kyle Shadoan

Fiery is probably the best
word I could use to describe the
style of music Santana plays.
Its energetic, lively feeling has
made the band a legend and on
its latest album, "Supernatural," Santana hasn't lost any of
this fire.
"Supernatural" is unusual
and very interesting because
Santana has collaborated with
several artists, including Dave
Matthews.. Everlast,
Rob
Thomas of Matchbox 20, Lauryn Hill, Wyclcf .Jean, EagleEye Cherry and Eric Clapton.
The songs reflect the wide
variety of musicians featured
on this album and really
express how talented Carlos
Santana actually is.
Then, of course, there are
songs such as "(Da Lel Yaleo,"
"Africa Bamba," "Migra" and
"Primavera" that arc pure Santana.
The single from the album,
"Smooth," is a good song, and
not even Thomas could mcss ' it
up.
Santana's tremendous musical talent is able to outshine
Rob's singing and hide what
would otherwise be very annoy-
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PHONE CARDS!!! .....
~
...
113 MINUTES $5

241 MINUTES $10
497 MINUTES $20
L-------------------------~

CALL TODAY!!!
759-5923
1304-C CHESTNUT CENTER
(NEXT TO PAPA JOHNS PIZZA)
WALKING DISTANCE FORM CAMPUS
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Richmond fmds new faculty head
By Melissa Stoneb erger
Contributing Writer
Rosemarie Bogal-Allbritten
has been appointed to serve as
interim faculty head of Richmond College for the 1999-2000
school year. Bogal-Allbritten is
replacing Nancey France, who
is taking a leave of absence
from the position.
Bogal-Allbritten is the director of the social work department at the University and has
a Ph.D., a master's in social
work and a B.A.A. from Loyola
University in Chicago. She is
also a certified social worker.
Bogal-Allbritten came to the
University in 1977. Since then
she has received many awards
distinguishing her as a top educator.
She is a member of Delta
Alpha Mu, Alpha Sigma Nu
and the Kentucky Association

Rosemarie
Bogal-Allbritten: The interim faculty head of
Richmond College for the 19992000 academic
year is excited
about the new
position.

of Social Work Educators and
has held many leadership positions.
She hopes this kind of background will prove beneficial
when working with students in
the college setting.
"I want to help students find
their options and be what they
want to be,'' Bogal-AI1britten
said. "Social workers are good
at picking up on behaviors, and
this is a good trait for being a
college head.
"My long-term goal is the
continuation of the effort to
actively involve each member

in the college experience. My
main idea is that the ideas
need to come from t he students. Their successes will be
their successes and their failures will be t heir failures. It's
their college."
Bogal-Allbrit ten said the
most rewar ding aspect of her
career is "hearing from other
people who have gradua ted
and seeing how well t hey're
doing.
"Seeing grads who have gone
on to develop leadership roles
in social work agencies is very
rewarding," she said.
In her spare time, BogalAllbritten reads, walks a nd
helps her daughter practice the
violin.
Said Bogal-Allbritte n : "For
me, t his is a valuable experience even though it can be ha rd
to juggle social work administra tive duties and the residential college responsibilities...
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Shhh!

Ryan Brooks/The News

Nicole Shelton, pre-med freshman from Benton. studies in a secluded corner of Waterfield Library•s basement amongst the aisles of bookshelves.

LBL hosts variety of activities, reunions for family
Staff Report
The Land Between The
Lakes Association is leaving
no stone· unturned with its
line-up of September activities for every member of the
family.
The annual Fall Litter Cleanup at the National Recreation
Area takes plaoo Saturday.
"The popular summer season takes its toll on LBL,
leaving much of LBL's 300
miles of beautiful shoreline
covered in litter,"LBLA Executive Director Gaye Luber
said. 'Thanks to caring and
dedicated volunteers, thousands of bags of trash are
picked up each fall."
Luber said both volunteers and boats are needed
to help with the clean-up.
Pontoons and fl at bottom
boats are recommended.
Many of the voluntt.>ers are
needed to serve as "shore walkers." Participants will meet

a volunteer captain at one of
several marinas and be
'taken by boat to collect litter
for a few hours along an
assigned stretch of shoreline.
Volunteers may also work
on a site accessible by land.
"They should come to one of
three hub sites to get a map
to an area. LBL's North
Welcome Station and South
Welcome Station will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Ic'enton Lake Access will be
open from 8 a.m. to noon.
For more information on
volunteering, phone 1-800455-5897.
The National Trail Ride
and Wagon Train Association
will hold its National Homecoming Ride at Wranglers
Campground from Sept. 17 tQ
23.

The event attracts more
than 1,000 riders and hundreds of horses, mules and
wagons to the Western

Kentucky and Tennessee
national recreation a rea.
"This is the one time ofthe
year that all of our members
get together for a real homecoming celebration ," event
organizer Art Howell said.
"Throughout the week we
have trail ri d es, co m p et i ti on s. evening dances,
award ceremonies and lots of
fun. We're expecting members from 40 states a nd
Canada to attend."
Wranglers Campground
features campsites, camping shelters, an out post
supply center and othe r
services for campers.
For more information on
the Trail Ride, phone (270)
924-2000.
Piney Campground will
host its 26th annual
Camper's Fair on Sept. 18
and 19.
Camper's Fair has a variety of entertainment, games

and displays. Events include
an RV and camping equipment trade show, flea market featuring crafts, refresh- ments, recreation events
and more.
For more information,
phone the LBL Operations
Depa rtment at (270) 9242040.
Fonner residents of the
Lyon County portion of Land
Between The Lakes will hold
their annual Homecoming
Sept. 18 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The event will be at the
Star Camp Picnic Area in
the Lyon County portion of
LBL.
Participants should bring
picnic lunches, beverages and
chairs. Picnic tables, benches,
water and restrooms are
available em site.
For information, phone
Bill Beck at (270) 527-8667
or Norma Ladd at (270)
527-9261.

This Week's Events
Today thro-qh Sunday
8 a.m .

.AMA-'LBL 200 Tour-Fenton
S~ial

Events Center

Saturday
8 a.m. to noon
LBL Shoreline Cleanup
1 p.m.
Native LBL
2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Ha nd Work
5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunset Canoe
7p.m.
WKAA M eeting

Sunday
1 p.m. to 1:30 p.m .

~
2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Leatherworking
Source: land Between The lakes

AC

Thursday, Oct. 7 at 7 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
Murray State University
Tickets: $10 Individual - $8 Group Of 10 Or More
To Charge By Phone Or For More Information, Call: 762-6951

Welcomed By WAAJ 89.7

Sponsored By Student Government Association
& Campus Activities B~ard
Wurld VisiQ! ' q

THESE
TITLES

Family Weekend Fun

ON SALE
NOW

Come Join SGA, Intra-Collegiate Sports &
Rec and African-American Student Services
For A Night Of Fun In The RSEC.
Friday, Sept. 17 from 6-11 p.m.
3 Point Shoot-Out, Mini Golf, DJ,
Concession Stands, And Many Other Games
And Prizes.

AND MORE

One Block from MSU Dorms
1304 Chestnut St.
Dixieland.Shopping Center
753-0113

CollegeLife
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School transition hard on adults

Getting involved

By Christine Hall
College Life Editor

Laura Oeaton/The News

Eran Harty freshman from Owensboro, and Melissa May, sophomore from Peoria, Ill.,
make doorstops at an Elizabeth College program.

For non-traditional students,
making the trek back to the
classroom is often harder than
it is for younger students.
The Non-Traditional Students Organization wants to
ease the transition by giving
older students t he opportunity
to be involved on campus.
A non-traditional student is
someone over the age of 25, or
someone who has taken a
break from school and is
returning to further his education.
NTSO
President Tracy
Davidson said the group
encourages all non-traditional
students to join.
"We give support to one
another," she said. "As a member of an organization, it makes
you feel part of the campus."
She said many of the students who have not been in college for a while get out of the

excitement.
"We try to get the school spirit back into the non-traditional
student," Davidson said. "The
non-traditional student is dif.
ferent because not only do they
have to go to their studies, but
they also have families and
careers to juggle in t he
process."
Some of the activities NTSO
is involved in are Homecoming,
Tent City, Bowling and Dog
Day, co-sponsored by the Student Government Association,
in which the group gives out
hot dogs and drinks to faculty
and students in the spring.
"It is a way of telling everyone thanks for hanging in with
us," Davidson said.
Davidson said NTSO is planning a family picnic at the end
of this month.
"It is usually held in the
spring, but many of the students are really stressed out by
this time so we decided to
change it to the fall," she said.

NTSO is also trying to organize a bowling night at
Corvette Lanes and is checking
into a family swimming day,
Davidson said.
One benefit of NTSO is an
area called the Comfort Zone,
which is located on the first
floor of Ordway Hall. The Zone
has the convenience of a small
kitchen and a microwave.
"'t is our home away from
home," Davidson said. "It is
kind of like a dorm room for the
non-traditional student."
The Zone also has a locator
system where students can be
contacted in case of an emergency involving their families.
"We can then get the info to
the parents or post a message
for them," Davidson said.
NTSO wiJl hold a general
meeting Monday at 2:30p.m. in
the Comfort Zone. Davidson
encourages anyone who cannot
make it to the meeting to talk
with one of the NTSO officers
by phoning 762-4486.

•
WKMS begins fall semester -w-ith old favorites, ne-w- prograii1rn1ng

Staff Report
WKMS, 91.3 FM will have
some familiar sounds as well as
some new programs to add to
its line-up this month.
WKMS was already on the
ball when it started airing
Murray State athletics at last
Saturday's football. g;lme
against Wisconsin.
Another program which may

strike a familiar note with listeners is the return of "Marian
McPartland's Piano Jazz." The
program is a loose, relaxed
show in which the host, Marian
McPartland, talks with and
performs with a variety of performers whose styles range
from bebob to Latin Jazz.
This month's featured artists
include pianists Micheal Feinstein, Eliane Ehas and Brad

Mehldau as well as vocalist,
pianist and composer Charles
Brown. The show airs Sundays
at 1 p.m.
Also added to the Sunday
programming is "Jewish Stories," a series about Jewish life
and culture whlch travels from
the small towns of Eastern
Europe to the diversity of the
American landscape. Leornard
Nimoy hosts the two-month

series and includes readings by
Adam Arkin, Elliot Gould, Carl
Reiner and Christina Pickles.
This show airs at 6 p.m.
WKMS is the listener-supported public radio station
licensed to Murray State. Programming National Public
Radio news and a variety of
music, WKMS provides listening guides at 1-800-599-4737 or
at www.wkms.org.

Popular Programming
Monday through Friday
5 a.m. NPA's Morning
Edition
9 a.m. Morning Classics
12:30'p.m. Afternoon
Classics
4 p.m. NPR's All Things
Considered

Satuday and Sunday
9 a.m. Music from the
Front Porch
7 p.m. John's Stateline
Blues
9 p.m. Beale St. Caravan
11 p.m. Echoes
Source: www.wkms.org
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MURRAY
Fitness Class Schedule

9:00·10:00 AM
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new facilitY at 808 Chestnut St. in October.
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Sportsl:Jrie).\·
Quickball tourney
to be at RSEC
The MSU Intra-Collegiate Sports and Recreation office will hold a
Quickball tournament during Family Weekend at the
Regional Special Events
Center.
Quickball. which is similar to whiffleball, will follow similar rules to baseball, with ~ome differences
because of the size of the
court and the ball.
Four-person teams will
play Friday, Sept. 17, from
6 to I I p.m. at RSEC. For
more information, phone
Alison Epperson at 7624458.

Volleyball travels
to Ohio for tourney
The Murray State volleyball team will try to win
another invitational this
weekend when it travels to
Athens, Ohio to compete
in 'the Bromley Invitational.
MSU will face University
of Ohio, University of
Cincinnati and Cleveland
State University.

Cross country
holds home race
The Murray State cross
country teams will be
home Saturday for their
one home meet of the
cross country season.
The men's and women's
races will start at the softball fields at the City Park.
The women's race starts at
I 0 a.m., while the men's
race starts at about I 0:45
a.m.

Briefs were compiled by jason
Billingsley, sports editor.

SportLigbl
Brian Bivens,
Mica Wojinski
Brian Bivens and Mica
Wojinski are in this week's
Racer Sportlight.
Bivins, freshman from
Henderson,
received
national special teams Player of the Week honors
after his performance Saturday against Wisconsin.
Bivins
punted
eight
times, averaging 45.9 yards
per kick with a longest
kick of 55 yards.
Wojinski, senior from
Austin, Texas, had a total
of I I0 assists in the three
games the Racers played
en route to their victory at
the VICE Invitational in
Connecticut on Saturday.
Wojinski had 37 assists
against Florida Atlantic, 41
assists against UCONN
and 32 . assists against
Delaware.

Fastl~tct

Racers down on
their luck at SIU
The Racer football team
is only 1-6 in games at
Southern Illinois.
The Racers last win was
in 1995, when they won
35-3.
Source: MSU Sports Information
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Volleyball wins UCONN tourney
By Joe Dan Dacus

15-6, 15-5 to win the match
three games to one.
Staff Writer
Senjor outside hitter Rachel
Kulp
led the attack with 16
The underdog came out top
dog this weekend at the VICE kills aided by senior setter
Connecticut Invitational when Mica Wojinski's 37 assists.
Junior
middle
hitter
Murray State won the tournaRacheal
Neighbors
led
the
ment championship.
The Women's Volleyball defense with seven blocked
team traveled to the home of shots, assisted by Audrey Nelthe University of Connecticut son's team high 13 defensive
to face Florida Atlantic, digs.
"We came in focused on our
UConn and The University of
games and we were ready to
Delaware.
The Racers, coming ofT their play," Kulp said.
The next opponent for the
season opener loss to St.
Racers
was the University of
Louis, were looking to show
which
was
they meant business, and did Connecticut,
ranked number two in Divithey ever.
The first opponent for MSU sion 1.
Chanice Harris led the
was Florida Atlantic. Murray
won the first game 15-5, but UConn attack and guided
dropped the second game 11- UConn to victory in game one.
15. Then the Racers rallied After that, it all fell apart for
and won the next two games UConn.

' 'we had so many
people
doing
great things in
each match. ' '
VoLLEYBALL HEAD CoACH

The Racers rallied to win
three hard-fought games in a
row, 15-12, 16-14, 15-11. MSU
won the match with a final
score of 3-1.
Nelson led the attack with
27 kills and 16 defensive digs,
aided by Sarah Ernst's 12 kills
and Wojinski's 41 assists.
"We were out to get them
(UConn), not overlooking the
other teams," Wojinski said.
Coach Schwepker said he
had seen a weakness in UCon-

n's defense and used Nelson to Kulp, against UConn it was
exploit it.
Audrey Nelson and Krista
Match three against the Shumard was our big player
University of Delaware was in our fmal match."
for the tournament champiWojinski took Most Valuable
onship.
Player honors with an average
This time it was senior out- of 10 assists per game and was
side hitter Krista Shumard's the only MSU player named to
turn to take command. She the all-tournament team.
had 11 kills and 13 defensive
The Racers now travel to
digs, aided by Wojinski's 32
Athens, Ohio, to take part in
assists.
the Bromley Invitational
This led to a 3-game sweep against the University of
of Delaware 15-10, 15-12, 15- Ohio, University of Cincinnati
7, making MSU the VICE and Cleveland State UniversiInvitational champions.
ty.
Schwepker gave the credit to
The players and Schwepker
his bench who provided priceare
looking to upset the home
less support during the gruelteam
and take another chaming schedule of matches.
pionship
~gain this weekend.
"We are an all-around good
team," Schwepker said. "We
The Racers next home game
had so many people doing will be Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
great things in each match. Carr Health North Gym vs.
One match it was Rachel Tennessee State.

Murray State looks to rebound at Southern Illinois
By Jason Billingsley
Sports Editor
After facing the biggest foe in
Murray State history, the Racers must rebound to salvage
the beginning of their season as
they travel to Carbondale, Ill.,
to face the rival Southern Illinois Salukis.
Following last week's 49-10
loss to the Wisconsin Badgers,
the Racers have lost their last
three consecutive games,
counting Tennessee State and
Indiana State to end last season.
Other than Racer starting
quarterback Justin Fuente getting kriocked out of Saturday's
game with a concussion, the
Racers got out of Madison,
Wis., injury free.
"I feel like a grateful Vietnam
War veteran," Racer Head
Coach Denver Johnson said.
Ariele
"I'm just glad we came back Shadrach Jackson, sophomore from Henderson, runs away from Wisco nsin defenders on his 66with all of our fingers, hands yard touchdown run Saturday for the Racers o nly touchdown In the 49-1 0 loss.
and feet still attached."
Poteete moved in after to go after SIU."
SIU and Murray State have a pivotal to the outcome of the
Racer offensive lineman Darcheckered past recently. Two game. If we had made three or Fuente had graduated and
years ago, MSU blew a 20-3 four of those plays, we would moved on to the University of rin LeFever said the Racers are
not going to alter their game
lead in the fourth quarter to have won. If we had made five Oklahoma.
or six of those plays, we would
"He's a nice guy and I consid- plan drastically after SIU's
lose 24-20.
er him a friend," Fuente said. strong defensive performance
Last year, Murray State have won big.
"Southern has really gotten "He's a good athlete and a great in a 43-25 rout last Thursday in
defeated SIU in Murray 41-13,
but SIU coaches accused Mur- better since last year," he said. quarterback, but I sure don't which SEMO managed only
205 total yards.
ray of running up the score on "They looked really impressive want to lose to him."
The Racers did not get to uti'1'hey did a good job against
the Racers' last ,drive of the against Southeast Missouri
lize their entire offensive game SEMO, but we're still going to
game and the whole team State last week."
refused to shake hands with
An interesting side note to plan against the Badgers, run and throw the football," he
the
quarterback matchup on something Fuente said they said. "If they bring five or six in
the Racers after the game.
"I was completely baffled Saturday is the fact both start- hope to do this week.
the box, we're going to run the
about that game two years ago ing quarterbacks, l<~uente for
"We'll be able to do more football If they bring seven,
at SIU," Johnson said. "In the the Racers and Sherard Poteete things on offense and open up we're going to pass."
fourth quarter of that game, for the Snlukis, attended the the playbook against the
Karlton Carpenter, last
there were 12 plays that were same Oklahoma high school.
Salukis," he said. "We're ready year's Player of the Year in the

Missouri Valley Conference,
has been in trouble with the
law this summer with missed
court dates and an arrest for
burglary.
He will not play against Murray State and may not play all
year, putting the Saluki running attack in the hands of
three freshmen.
"All three of those guys are
highly touted freshmen," Johnson said. "There is this innate
ability to run with the football
that running backs either have
or do not have. I would not be
afraid to $tart • fll!shm~ at
that position, but my philosophy is to look at their whole
career and redshirt them if possible."

Shadracb Jackson will continue to start at tailback for the
Racers, as Justin Bivins is still
suffering the effects of two
pulled hamstrings.
There is no timetable for
Bivins return.
Jackson did well in his first
start, scoring Murray's only
touchdown on a 66-yard run in
the first quarter.
Murray State has solved its
punting problem, as freshman
Brian Bivens had a 45.9 punting average on eight punts with
a long punt of 55 against the
Badgers, earning him national
special teams Player of the
Week honors.
Kickoff is scheduled for 1:30
p.m. at McAndrew Stadium.

Murray just a bunch of rednecks according to Wisconsin
The proverbial hornet's nest
has been poked. .
In a blatant show of journalistic disrespect, the Badger Herald
blasted not only Murray State,
but the town of Murray in general.
Three of the eight sports stories, including the lead sports
story "Where in the world is
Murray State?" ridiculed the
Racers.
If the Badger sports editor is
reading this, let me remind you
that this is not news. This is a
column. There is a distinct difference.
And if you need help remembering what the difference· is,
perhaps the next time you see us
accepting a National Pacemaker
Award (the highest award given
to college newspapers} it might
help that memory.
Let me share \vith you some of
Wisconsin's gentle ribbing.
"Murray State's nickname is
the Racers," sports writer Johnny Daly wrote. "The Racer is a
nameless mascot employed to

Spo rts
Talk
MORGAN
HARDY

signify the rich equestrian tradition of the university's location
in Murray, Kentucky, which is
the cradle of the 'sport of kings'
and down-on-their-luck rednecks."
N arneless mascot?

This from the school whose
selected mascot is an oversized
rodent, who once faced serious
threat of deposition by the
beloved "Henrietta Holstein?"
Rednecks?
. This from the school whose
favorite spirit song, according to
the team's media guide, is taken
from a song written for Budweiser?
The fun continues.

"Forcseeably (sic), the Racers
could shut down Dayne, but that
could only happen if they were
allowed to carry solid oak clubs
and the Badgers were to start an
offensive line of • armless
midgets... Expect Dayne to gain
about 300 of those 1,717 yards
he needs to break Ricky
Williams' rushing record," the
comparison notes state.
Dare I mention the fact that
Dayne spent every second play
looking remarkably like his
namesake badger, crouched on
all fours under the fan and being
watered like a gardenia?
And no, far be it from me to
mention that Dayne not only fell
well short of 300 yards, but was
yanked after the coaches realized that the Murray defense
didn't need oaken clubs to stick
Dayne with a few hits.
For a "leading Heisman candidate" who was deemed too precious to be risked in the "rigors"
of a summer scrimmage, Dayne
looked a bit more like an overweight, out-of-shape back who

just happened to have some
large beer bellies to clear a path
for him.
The Dayneweiser: hole-filling,
rushes great, but it takes a lot
more than one to get the job
done.
Alas, Murray State's athletic
director and head coach did not
exactly leave the impression of
learned scholars of the game,
judging from quotes given in stories for the Herald.
One of the more forgettable
quotes of athletic director E.W.
Dennison came in response to a
question concerning if simulated
crowd noise would be played at
practice to replicate the Big Ten
stadium experience.
"We're tough Southern boys,"
he said. "We're used to gunshots."
That groan you heard was the
collective sigh of the entire athletic department PR staff.
Of course, Denver was up to
his Oklahoma antics again.
"I may go out (with the tailgaters) and listen to the game on

the radio," Johnson said. "Some-'
one else can take my place on
the sideline and I'll find an
accommodating bunch of Wisconsin folks out there who will
let me enjoy their barbecue and
such."
Not one for the highlight reel,
Denver.
However, this column would
not be complete without just one
more sampling of the Herald's
·
infinite wisdom.
"Do you eve~ wish coaches
would just tell the truth?" faithful Badger-Herald associate
sports editor Patrick Whiting
squeals. "Just say, 'Yeah, we're
going to kill them and then beat
up their coach and slit the tires
of their bus."'
He's got a point, though. Life
would be so much nicer if Denver and Dennison could flash an
"ol' Kaintucky" grin at Dayne
while simultaneously shoving a
wheel of cheese up his ass.
Morgan Hardy i.~ the assistant
sports editor for The Murray
State News.

Sports
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Cross country men finish first, women fifth at M~mphis
to be made.
"We had 10 guys in the van
Sports Editor
that broke down, and we needed six to compete in the meet,"
Murray State's cross country
teams went to the University of Bria,n Recktenwald, senior
Memphis last Friday for their from Louisville, srud. "We had
to make a tough decision and
first meet of the season, and
cram our top six guys in with
the men's team came away
the girls, leaving four of our
with an impressive victory.
five freshmen and two of our
The victory did not come coaches behind."
without some difficulties, howThe van with both the men's
ever.
and women's teams got to the
One of the two vans the meet on time, but the ones left
teams took broke down about behind arrived just a few min45 minutes away from Mem- utes after the gun went off for
phis, and a critical decision had the start of the men's meet.

"We felt bad for the guys that
Murray State women's team
missed the meet because they finished in flfth place overall,
were really excited to run in with Lindsay Newlin finishing
their first collegiate meet," in third place individually with
Recktenwald said. "They really a time of 12:10, 20 seconds
showed some true camaraderie behind Lauren Clobridge of
and leadership by sacrificing Northeast Louisiana.
The women placed one other
their first meet for the team."
Because of the four fresh- runner in the top 30, Lynn
men's sacrifice, the men's cross Carlisle.
country runners finished 40
"I was really pleased with our
points ahead of second place performance overall," Newlin, a
Mississippi College, with Brian sophomore from Georgetown
Palmer winning the four mile Dl., srud. "The guys did really
well. We had been training
race with a time of 20:33.
The Racers placed four other hard for this frrst meet, and we
men's runners in the top 11.
.can do nothing but improve for

By Jason Billingsley

"Our mrun competition will
the rest of the season."
The men's victory was a good be Eastern Illinois and Westsign for new distance coach ern Kentucky in the OVC,"
Pablo Sanchez, who took over Chapman said.
for ex-coach Gordon Sanders.
"We're not sure where we
"We were really excited to get stand against them after the
Pablo here as our coach," Scott Memphis meet," he said. ''This
Chapman, senior from Cooper meet was not a rea) good comCity, Fla., said. "He knows parison . •
what he is talking about. We're
"We need to work on our pace
looking forward to having him and have our first mile equal to
as our coach this year."
the average of our whole race,"
Even with the sU<;cess of last he said.
weekend's meet, thls might not
The cross country teams will
be a good indicator for the rest be in action in Murray Saturof the Ohio Valley Conference day at 10 a.m. for their fall
season.
home meet.

Racers come up short against Big Ten foe Wisconsin, lose 49-10
By Morgan Hardy
Assistant Sports Editor
"We thought this fairy tale
might just come true."
So said Head Coach Denver
Johnson's about the campaign
to Wisconsin.
Against a Big Ten team and
in a Big Ten stadium; the Racers wer~ in prime position to
"shock the world," as junior
place-kicker Greg Miller put
it.
But if Murray State was
destined to be a Cinderella
team, midnight came about 60
minutes too early.
Matched up against a monstrous offensjve line a11d a
furious pass rush, Murray
simply did not have the personnel for the long haul, drop·
ping the game 49-10.
The first quarter marked
the course for the remaining
three.
In the first seven minutes
the Racers saw Ron Dayne,
heralded Heisman trophy candidate running back, rush fOf
two touchdowns.
Sophomore
tailback

Shadrach Jackson raced down
the field in a 66-yard long run
to interrupt the Badger
onslaught at 14-7, but it
proved to be the Racers' only
touchdown of the game. The
Racers would not mark the
scoreboard agrun until late in
the fourth quarter after a
remarkable 45- yard field goal
from Miller.
"I was really pleased with a
lot of our game," Wisconsin
Head Coach Barry Alvarez
said. "One of our emphases all
week was to start fast, not to
feel our way around in the
game and spare your way
around for a quarter, but to
come out and set the tempo.
We did that."
Certainly, though, the game
contained many bright spots
for the 'Breda.
Jackson averaged 4.7 yards
per carry, proving an able
complement to injured tailback Justin Bivins.
Senior quarterback Justin
Fuente, despite being dizzied
in the second quarter by a pair
of heavy Wisconsin hits, compiled 97 passing yards against
a tough Badger secondary.

"Offensively, Shadrach obviously did some good things,"
Johnson said. "Justin did
some good things when he was
conscious."
"We had a couple of opportunities there to throw it and
saw some good things there,"
he srud.
The best performance of the
game, however, came from
freshman
punter
Brian
Bivens.
In his first collegiate game,
Bivens bad eight punts for 367
yards, averaging 45.9 yards
per kick.
To place this in perspective,
Wisconsin's
All-Big Ten
punter Kevin Stemke averaged 44.3 yards per kick.
Bivens'
performance
answered the biggest question
mark the Racers had for the
1999 season and garnered him
national special teams Player
of the Week honors.
"We've found a punter,
praise the Lord," Johnson
srud. "Bivens, I thought, did a
great job. I was scared to
death to put a true freshman
out there in that situation in
any game.

"If we'd been playing the
North Calloway Pee-wees, I'd
have been afrrud to put a true
freshman out there punting,"
he said. "You get him out
there playing Big Red Bubba
from the north and backed up
down there with all them folks
in there, you never know how
those guys are going to react.
"But, I tell you, that kid's a
real cool character," he srud.
"He's either real brave or stupid one, I haven't figured out
yet. He's got good grades and a
great ACT score, so I don't
really think it's the stupid
part."
Even though the team's
offensive and defensive efforts
were a slight disappointment,
the team proved tenacious
against the defending Big Ten
champion in a true David and
Goliath situation.
"Overall, our team came out
and they looked Wisconsin
right in the eye and hit them
in the mouth," senior fullback
William Bryant srud. "I think
that's all you can expect
against a team of that power
and that skill."
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just before h.alftime. Badger tailback Eddie Faulkner plows
through Racer defenders to score Wisconsin's sixth touchdown.

Murray State Unlv~rslty
Statement of Non-Discrimination
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Student5, parents, employers, and the general public are hereby notified
that Murray State University does not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, religion, marital st~tus, age or disability in employment or the
provision of services, educational programs and activities, and provides, upon
request, reasonable accommodations including auxiliary aids and services necessary to afford individuals with disabUitles an equal opportunity to pa~lcipate in
all programs and activities.
Programs available include: Accounting; Advertising; Agricultural Science;
Animal Technology; Applied Physics; Architectural Engineering Technology; Art; Art
Education; Biology; Business Administration; Business and Marketing Education;
Chemistry; Childhood Education; Civil Engineering Technology; Communication
Disorders; Computer Information Systems; Construction Engineering Teclmology;
Corrections and Law Enforcement; Child Development; Community Counseling;
Computer Information Systems; Computer Science; Creative Writing and Literature;
Criminal Justice; Dietetics and Food Service Systems Management; Drafting and
Design·; Earth Science; Economics; Electromechanical Engineering Technology;
Elementary Education; Engineering Physics; English; English Education;
Environmental Engineering Technology; Exercise Science; Finance; French; General
Studies; Global Studies; Geography; Geology; German History; Graphic
Communications Management; Guidance and Counseling; Health Education;
Independent Studies; Industrial Supervision; Industrial Technology Education;
International Business; Interdisciplinary Early; Interior Design; Journalism; Learning'
and Behavior Disorders; Library Sc~ence; Management; Marketing; Mass
Communications; Mathematics; Mechanical Engineering Technology: Medical
Technology; Music Performance; Middle School Education; Music; Music Education;
Nursing; Office Systems; Occupational Safety and Health; Organizational
Communication; Physical Education; Physics; Philosophy; Political Science; Public
Administration; Public Relations; Psychology; Radioffelevision; Reading; Recreation
and Leisure Services; Restaurant and Food Service Management; School
Administration; Social Work; Sociology; Spanish; Speech Communication; Teaching
English to Speakers of other Languages; Telecommunications Systems Management;
Theatre; Vocational Technical Education; and Wildlife Biology.
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• "The Freshest Salads Around"

Murray-Calloway

County Area. Try one
for yourself. You won't
be disappointed."
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USDA choice beef cut tr~sh
daily.

For additional information please contact: Annazette Fields, Director of
Equal Opportunity/Section 504, ADA Coordinator, Office of Equal Opportunity,
319 Wells Hall, Murray State University, P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY 42071-009, 7623155 (Voice), 762-3361 (TTY).
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• Daily Lunch Specials
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Admission criteria include, but are not limited to: Undergraduate - high
school diploma or GED, ACT, and pre-college curriculum; Graduate - Bachelor's
degree and a minimum 2.75 GPA•.
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MSU men's golf ready to improve
on disappointing performance
Staff Report
The MSU men's golf team is
looking to improve on its disappointing finish from last
year, starting with the fall
tournament season.
Six players are ~etuming
from last year's team, led by
Jason Smith, the team's only
senior.
Four juniors and one sophomore round out the remaining
returning players.
The three newcomers to the
team are freshmen Brandon
Henson
Mayfie1d, Ryan
Overby of Providence and
sophomore walk-on Tim Keag
of Geneseo, Ill.
Henson was the leading
qualifier for the Racers in the
pre-season.

of

.

"Our goals this year are to
improve our play in the district from last year and to fmish among the top five in our
fall tournaments," Racer Golf
Head Coach Buddy Hewitt
said.
Hewitt is returning for his
40th season as the Racers'
head coach.
Hewitt has been with the
varsity men's ·golf program
from its beginning in the
1959-60 season.
"Our qualifying has been
satisfactory," he said. "The
freshmen look all right and
I'm very pleased that Brandon
is doing so well in the qualifiers. He has a great attitude,
· a great putting stroke and he's
an excellent student, too."
Murray State begins its

1999-2000 season at the
Drury Intercollegiate in Cape
Girardeau, Mo., on Monday
and Tuesday.
"The Drury has 18 teams
participating," Hewitt said.
"Southwest Missouri State
won it last year and will be
defending that title. Southeast
Missouri State was second
last year.
"Five Ohio Valley Conference schools will participate:
Morehead State, Tennessee
State, UT-Martin, SEMO and
Murray State. It will be a competitive group," Hewitt said.
Murray State will compete
for it fourth OVC Championship and its first since 1991.
The 2000 OVC Championships will be played April 24
to 26 in Nashville, Tenn.

~eed

to say thanks? Need to sell your stuff? Check
out this week's special in· the. Classifieds section!

:
• Fajitas

• Dally Lunch
Specials
Monday - Sunday

•Taco Salad
• Chimichanga

• Quesadilla Reiten
• El Meson Burrito

11a.m.- 2 p·.m.

(more Items on menu)

Come in And
Join Us For
Great Food!
Great Taste!
Great Place!

1006 Chestnut
(Next to Cheri

Theatre)

759-9247

Your Corporate
Address in
Murray
CHRISTY COCHRAN
General Manager

1210N. /2thSt.
759-5910
Reservations • 800-4345800
Fax • 759-5912

TO
FOOTBAll IURUS ~
John

Broeckling

GAME

Viewpoint Ed•tor

Carolina at New Orleans
New Orleans
Baltimore at St. Louis
Baltimore
Buffalo at Indianapolis
Buffalo
Kansas City at Chicago
Kansas City
Oakland at Green Bay
Green Bay
Cincinnati at Tennessee
Tennessee
Dallas at Washington
Dallas
New England at N.Y. Jets
New England
Arizona at Philadelphia
Arizona
Detroit at Seattle
Seattle
Minnesota at Atlanta
Minnesota
San Francisco at Jacksonville Jacksonville
Tampa Bay at N.Y. Giants
Tampa Bay
Pittsburgh at Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Miami at Denver
Denver

.

Murray State at SIU

New Orleans
St. Louis
Buffalo
Kansas City
Green B~y
Tennessee
Washington
N.Y. Jets
Arizona
Seattle .
Minnesota
Jacksonville
Tampa Bay
Pittsburgh
Miami

MSU

MSU TV II

New Orleans
Baltimore
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Green Bay
Tennessee
Dallas
N.Y. Jets
Arizona
Seattle
Atlanta
Jacksonville
Tampa Bay
Pittsburgh
Denver

New Orleans
St. Louis
Indianapolis
Chicago
Green Bay
Tennessee
Washington
N.Y. Jets
Arizona
Seattle
Minnesota
San Francisco
Tampa Bay
~ins burgh
Denver

SIU

MSU

.
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Electrolysis

C7he d /ai~ q:::>o~~

By Pat Mullins, CE
25 years experience • Nationally certified

Remove Un~nted
Hair Pern~anently
Eliminate tweezing, shaving or
having to use depilatories.
• Eyebrows•Napeline•Arms

•Facial •Underarms •legs

[

Call 7 53-8856
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AUTO - HOME - BUSINESS - BONDS

TravelersPropertyCasualt~
A,_.,alc.t~ J
104 N. 4th St.
P.O. Sox 1394

753·3500
tmp-~••oom.comlmc:klnneyln•

-Pedicures
-Manicures

• Coloring
• Perming
• Highlighting
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Vote for ·Legs· Contest
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
in the Curris Center.
Sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi to raise money for Arthritis Research.
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Intramural sportsmanship rating begins Women's golf ready
to defend OVC title

~-

I

By Tim AlsobrookS

parks this year, so other games
must be played at the field on
th e comer of 8th and Payne.
"We are going to be some- .
what spread out this year but
hopefully things will go
smoothly," Epperson said.
Rules
concerning
good
s portsmanship and behavior
will also be enforced this year
because of a few problems during football and basketball last
year.
Epperson said a Sportsmanship Rating Scale is being put
into effect to ens ure good
behavior on the playing fields.
A supervisor will rate each
team after every game according to s portsmanship displayed . The scale goes from an
"A," worth 9-10 points for
extremely good sportsmanship, down to an "E" fo~ bad
s portsmanship. Any team that
has a player disqualified will

Con tributing Writer

As a new semester begin s,
t h e Murray State Intra-Collegiate S ports a nd Recreation
dep a rtmen t h opes to k eep
intra murals a big pa rt of campus life.
Allison E pperson, coordinator of MSU's int ra-Collegiate
Sports and Recreation D<!pnrtme nt, m et with representatives of fra ternities, sororities
and residential colleges to discu ss the policies regarding
in tram u rals.
"There are some slight
changes, hut everyone seems
to be on the same page con cerning our policies," E pperson
said.
One of the changes is the
location of t he softba ll games.
City pa rk officials authorized
MSU to use only one of its

.automatically receive an "E"
a nd zero points. The points will
not affect the outcomes of the
games but will be posted on a
board outside room 111 of the
Curris Center .
This semester will also
include two new events for the
intramural season. Quickball,
which is similar to whiffieball,
is replacing twilight softball
with four-player teams who
will compete in a double elimination tournament on Family
Weekend at the Regional Special Events Center.
Quickball follows regular
baseball rules with some additions.
"You throw a small whiffle
ball with seams, so people can
throw curve balls and if you
get the ball into the little pocket on the AutoUmp, everyone
is out," Epperson said.
A fishing tournamen~ is ten-

tatively scheduled for Oct. 2 a t
Land Between the Lakes'
Honker Dam.
"LBL hasn't called me back
yet to confirm it, but hopefully
they will because Honker Dam
is an ideal location for the tourney," Epperson.
Even with some minor
changes, intramurals s hould
be successful and exciting.
"Everyone, from residential
colleges to fraternities, are getting teams ready, and I'm very
excited," Epperson said. ·
Anyone interested in officiating or who h as a ny questions
concerning deadlines or rules
for intermurals should stop by
room 111 of the Curris Cen ter
or phone Epperson a t 762-

Sta ff Report

It's almost old hat by now.
For the third year in a row,
the women's golf team is look·
ing to defend ita Ohio Valley
Conference Championship
crown.
The first test of ita mettle
comes next week at the Tenn essee Tech Classic in Murray State this year:
Cookeville, Tenn.
Stephanie
Baaby
from
The team will be return to
Mount Sterling, Susan Loyd
the same course on which
from Paducah and Kelly Wren
they won their third consecuof South Fulton, Tenn.
tive OVC title in the spring.
Baskey is the only freshman
"I'm excited becauae a lot of
to see play on the MSU Navy
teams from our district will be
team this season, along with
there," Women's Golf Coach
Daag,
Widman,
Rees,
Velvet Milkman said. "We
Margberio and Baskey.
need to play bead-to-head
"Stephanie haa played realagainst (the field) to get into
ly
well so far," Milkman said .
the regional."
"She
has stepped up and
The goals set for the team
aim higher than just the OVC made our top ftve in the (pre·
title this year. Milkman said season) qualifYihi. Kelly and
the team's goals also include a Suaan have played well, but
spot in the Eastern Regional juat a little inconaistent."
With strong incoming freah.
Tournament.
"We certainly look ·at it one men aDd an uperieneed field
year at a time," Milkman of returning playen, Milksaid. "Each year is a new year man baa good 1'e880l'l tO be
with a different team. That optimistic fbr the upcoming
team sets ita goals together. tournameut at Tenneeaee
Three years in a row, that's TeCh.
"I feel this ia going to be a
just something we talk aboUt
ana deal with in prad.ice. It good year for ua," she said.
means we have to work hard- "'To date, our qualifying scores
er because everybody brings .Qve been good. I look forward to being successful at
their best game at you."
The Racers return six play· Tech next week."

4458.

If you want to participate in
you should contact your residential college or
Greek organization.
intra~urals,

Rodeo t eam starts competition season
By Amy Dunn

ing season.

Con tributin g Writer a nd

The Rodeo team is a mem ber of t h e National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association.

Joe Dan Dacus
Staff Writer

It competes in the Ozark
region, which includes all the
sch ools to the east of the Mississippi River.

With in two weeks t h e M urray Stat e Rodeo team will
attend its first event of t he
year .
Coach Tommy Yeater , a vetera n rodeo man , is begin ning
practice with 50 active team
members in h opes to hwe
everyone ready for t he upcom-

"The team looks good,"
sophomore bull rider J eremy
Angotti said. "We have a lot of
newcomers and a lot of colle·
giate veterans.

"We have a great coach who
is using his experience to
make us the best team we can
and helping us do our best to
represent Murray State University."
This year's regional competitions will take place in several
s ta tes, including Missouri,
Arkansas , Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee and
as far away as Michigan.
The rodeo competitions con-

ers from last year, inclu~
three seniora. The seniors
include two--time OVC P!Atyer
of the Year Jenny D~ aDd
All·OVC golfers Jessica Wid·
man and Tricia Broob.. The
remam1ng members are
junior Tina Marahall and
sophomores Kristen Margherio and Mepn Rees.
Three freshmen debut for

sists of men's rough s tock
events such as saddle bronc
riding, bareback riding and
bull riding.
Other men's events include
calf roping a nd team roping.
The women's events a r e
barrel racing, brea k a way
roping and goat tying.
The rodeo team's first com petit ion will b e Sep tembe r
23-25 a t Missouri Valley College in Marshall, Mo.
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lrt:c llf..-umc: t~·c:hni<oll suppon ~J'iCMI m
"'lltw.rr•". .rpply toll l11.-c: AM~ Cull1£1U1<'1
1\ruk~cagc. Htii)..H)O.S<tll
Jll~\\·. I'ACrOMY DIHI'Cf tjATI'WAY
COMI'l m;R~. Z..rc• n~tncy <k>wn. ><Mn"
no:dtl rrc~1k-n~• 01\ 0 J•,·nlltnn Ill "'Xl, lc•"'
ll kHllhl\ p.1y1n.:nt. To warH• fiN p.cyu""u
•·.ott 0\IC l'l!J<H7il-.!M7;S

1'1 RI'Lf. MARTIN fliRt) HUI '1'1i. ll-IJm·
rly· :io/!-),9') & , IH Tcle,.·up;.· pol'""'·""....,.
"Irk'' ;...ubhlo:. fl'l.'\." .:aukrg. OnJ.:r to<Ly!
1)<.-JI<-r ln<juiri<..,. "'~lo..-no' C:lll t«)(}.7h+
HI'JIIK \\\\W.J>UI'J')k1lwtln lit:\
1\J~<;

Y< >L R O.Bt E loOOI>HYI!. Onl1 $41'1
lndu<J,,.,. Iii" l.iuk• D<•h :.'""''\. 411 d~:~n
ncl' lnr~l'J.\)<) a onnnth. T;~l-fll...-~.!'H·
~jlr <: O 1> ,,. <:rt:o.ld <:1rd. f£1>f.X

l'ldiwry'

0

MOIIIIF HO\IIc' \101111.1' tll)\11: Nl'l'll~
MOIIH E HO\ IP. l C.11\ N\ 5'l(, <k "' n. r..-to

n.mdn14 •~fUll)' l<l<ln,. l'fl.·t• ~o<·ll•·" k11 .
t.uxJ or lkiiiiL.' lo!;oll, ll<·l• •·•nJ .o~'lllll;ohlt•
lu<.~n' <in:o.·n fro."<· hn,ul\ eLl 1100·211 ·
1\.!t}l.
GI'N\IAN

~11 1DINT , ~.mtltn.l• o.on, l'll!t~

I-IELP WANTED
~ndr.o
f'()()J)

0 • Diner

1\~tdt<t:O

Hdp 7Sj·

0\Vf'll COl''(fY ~001.~ will ;tuc:pl
"'"k'<l h od, tor \"Jrpt:lln)l. lloJ., "oil h.:
C'fli."IWU ;I( lCJO I' Ill.• ~('ll1111'1<T 17, 1')'1'-).
JL lhl." ~upt:rint<'l\c.lcnl'' Olli;;.:. For 'I'IC.·dll·
l'.IIIOil>. l"JII ~lll-i!H-jlJj-t ,
11\STAU.fRS f';l!EJ)EJ> FOR SATEIHI'E.

Ml.f.'i-<:H III~l"MA'
AROILND THE
'<l"ORIJ ) .,., Chrl-.t"ln ('IMllfl:lny hirilljl
tJ..,liCICl.'(rJ IUI'< Ill !tiMIW OUf jllft & (]ui.+
ma.• pwt lu~<: \I'< !<II <Ill c:un11!llco<iclfl • .u.. ,
ln"-rnjl p:!llb. 1177· li'i).((>IO.

I>RIVl!HS l 'S Till CKINGV.NUSTA R
UllOI't •• S:t'ilMl "'WI ooi>.IIIU.'· rqc~onal &
kK.'Uf 1\1111', Sla!tlllfl ('.1)' 2').3l l...,Ol, {'<T
rnrlo.:+ I>.HliN....._ Gn.·.u lt<."l>c:ftt., & h<Kre
"'•:o:kcllll• Ownc:r ,~.,.,-r~ln"' ~~odnt~tiC:.
l«)o~lljjll ell( 1'>.

C>I'I'R.\lOR & I.AIIOHI'R'. <'Xp.:n<·l1<nl
u,._. lk~ti..IMlL~ Apply hi 1272 o ltl Fl.'m
Valk·y R<~lo.l, '"""'' ""'· EOI' F.mpl<')·.:r
DRIVI:'R.'·(io.1 J1t u m1k• or 1!'-1 lu~ne
"'•"l·kly! R<")(ltlll:tl hcun<• wo.-.:kly, N:IUC'Ic'l.ll·
.we a 11111.:, R.-ll~•nal. 17·.111~ a mil..-.
""'''lined rwwo.·r l1tnvc:nt1onal,, J.tr.:•ll
honu"'·' & ll<:llt.:l'ols, t .~ yl.'ar> OTR
<"Xj)+CI>ll t l.tlMutl (.!"~"" 11~ I"'"' With
OTR Expn:>-'0 HCJ(}· 'I l,\.l~l.W
DRIYrH'i l'nrry k-.d <111\ 1."1':'. ClaM A,\ B,
(!:lining Jvall.chl,·, tlooy & ~wn in!( •·I;L,....,.
;W;III.Ihlo.·, ~~· pi.OL~"IIIl'lll J'o r 11\cll\: !nlm·
ntJIIun 1:111 HIU~t~•7 .!11-i .
llRIVI'K.' . .... nion.ol lll>lrll>tll<>l" lli.'W pay
pl;ool! 'IO)Ik......_iOC pt.T OliW J'.-JillS•3~t {>o.-r
nul..-. Tr:Un<·fii-.!~C f>t"l' null." \.oil nuk:~<>.
,.ruth und
Lon~"· nmwnrk111~t lrJ<'
I< 'Ill. )ln.::ll ht"l1<.11t'• /II M
J-3}4·•)(t77 ~~ 'i9(t
trr'ill.
0

"<""'

FlfCTRICAL: \jlpph,·arlcMl>i for d.._.
Llrot•• ill.: fl.:< crlo.-:ol}c!U11 Al'fll\!ntln....hor &
Tr.ltllll1jl l'n'llf'~lll \Voll I•• :lnl.'llll:<l <Hl
,\lc•><IJ) , ~1>1<:1nhc.-r 13. 1999. (n~n Nc•Hl
loll M:U pon lUll !ttrUih ~lcl)'\1 Sln.-.:t.
IJttJi:<\ille. 1\Y 40203 <ld1 'iOl·~l-9210
tnr 1nlurrnatiun t:Ot::.
DRI\'t:R.'i OT'k O>mpan)• tin• c....,. up tn !!fi
o.·.:nLi f'<"r nuk:l OY.ner <•{'<"r.llcor.< U{l ru/U
nn~• po.-1 milo.~ f.\n:llo.·nl tun~ hn~<: .c111.l
11"-"'Lll'<.,l<.'ltlh, f.•p.:ncnc..;J o.lmc..T.< c:oll u~l
K77-7h.i·74113 "'"'"' hl"anlanU..I'·
jM'<'M.l\1111 fo:t)f.

r......

DIUV'I'R IINF."<P I> • f.;1m up In $.i~.(X X)
the: hr..t )C:ol Turlion to.:unhllr..<"IIK.'Ill :r\·.ul.

~~~ - ~1.~7-IM.! o:M ~S 1 l. l'.Xf'O.'fl<"lln"<l dri-

ve"' c:-Jm ~HI XI :o Wt"<"k . I'' " Tn11. k HOO·
.B7· 1iHl.

I>RIVER TRAINEES wilh no cxp<:ri<:n<'C
and t:'li'IC.-ri<."IIL...-.1 K<."lltuo.k)' Clue.!.> <.lriWI'I'.
I'.am S1«J0 tAl S (10,) J'L"I Wo."l"k \l,llh nu
o:rnpluymcnl olnll':ll.l.' r<... llllll... l (~J) 1...
tr.tintnjl Jl"IVI<J.:d /IIIH17s.ft99~.
J'RII'NULY TO~!ii :;\1"r.\l)$ ifll"\~
fur party U<.·mnn...rro~lurs & rnan:c)!l:rs!
H••,_, <lt:ct><. )li(L•. {tJYl'. 011Wnn' f:lm
c.":L.Jt, !nps, lt"c.tll(llili<lfl !'...... ·~•hlkll(.
inlurnut•Hl W~')
I>RJVERS, 0111 WOI11<.'fl :m..Vnr men 111Jlll·
I)' Midwt.;c. ~'111111<:.1:<1. Suudo. ~" Nc.-w
\'uri< Cit)'· Nco unl<lUUinjl. {l<lkl "'"'·kly. l
)c::ltS OTR wkh h:wnat. lll •i-II')(HIIIR
Omaha. NE.
ORIV£11, o•npan)• dnw" .u>J "'' n..:r
Call lOW) ~nd :.L<k W'KIOI .....
jlfc:'JI ,._. l~Hllp.:n.~U-111 ~nJ I'KtnU.' f'll.llio;·
~~'""' li<•)d Hn.... ~5-+j-1!913 (Ot')'• ..~oil

UJ'I<."eii<Jr.;.

HOIHd3-15Til EOE
AVON PHODUC'r.i, tot.1n )'"" """ htL,i ·
n~'· Work lkx1hl.: hc>tll'i. fn~'Y unlnml·
o.-<.1 •·~min~. C1U mil frw, ~'H!- It'l'i.i
J)[ESH MI'CHANK.~. P..-n.,kt· To\1< ~ Lc-;o ....
ln11 , 1 lt:.Kk:r on 11~ Tr:on.'lk!OaiK•n h1Justry, 1., ' "rr.:ntly :r~'l.,·ptul)l " j'l'lw.tii<Ml' lor
lullr <JUIIIotk'\J .:xpl."tic:n<l.'<. .11...,..1 1n11. k
t<:< hnod;on, , tu wnrk M."'.<Hl<l .,tult .11 lhdr
J..c.oxml(lon/l i"'''ll•1oWI1 t:cdlrty \\',• oliO.:!
an O:X(C:II.:111 '<IJitill)( J>:ty :1111.1 .1 <llmjl<11•
1iw ho.·nd•L• p.ll-k.lfl" lh.olrlll.]udo." 111.nd•·
HlJ4 401K m inimum two w.._-ck't \'~K-atiun,
11\•UrJI)C C. p aid Sll:k c.lrr~· hofuJ.oy,. rc•;l
11\"<Ura!llt:. aolll 11\0I\:. II <1U:Oir1K.'<.I .... ·nd
r.:sunlt" u r c.'< >nlplc:C'-" un c:notllo)111<'nt
~Pflli<.mion nr: l't:o:.kc 1"ru•·k lt.'":l."n)( Cn,
Ll'•• 470U ('it:<>t)."'1o\\n RoW. u·xln)(hln.
KY <4!).111, FAX (rOlt·lS">-7~;.l 1'0£.
ORIVEil't •
lh<: n~o;~d, 3~ ~>Uk., Fbr
"'lh .Jtl.-.., l:o1c: mudd urn\1.-miuoal-.. .'\
y.:;on~ e:cp.:no."n< c: sun .Jle·.3f.C mrlc: •

.,,.,"!

!>RIVE N ANI>

1«)1·911'>-.S.i:\H
A~'I'1'AIIrl'

H >ITOR "'~rlln1 to

No..""'""'

ov_,,._,.

lll.·lp \\llh Ill""'·' 411\l."r.r~· .rnd r~·x·
11131.: 1'<1~<,., titr uw:rr•l ·"'hlntnl( w ......~ty
Jl;lf"-'f 1n "'""~-rn K<·nll~<k
"""'lry.
Knm•k~"'t~ ~ .rn<rQILft\·
pn..,.. rm:fcm.-d f~~ h....Umt' und d•t... '"
!he <::.\Wl lk'<.'l>n.l ~~ ~Z.U~·JOOI cO' ,.,.11
27Q.•UUtltO'i.
~t"llt'.

'""';i

I>RI\'f'H!; liOME F.VEM\ " \ITI.I\ENI>
O•npaoy·P..t)" fur .:xp.-n..."n<'C up 111 .•H< :a
mile llndutlo::< S.l)_i I'Kmu.,l. l'n:c in'\11'·
unco.• ollll l\ n.1tll."lll<:nl <Mill.-r '1!"--r.•llll'·
S.lllt J m1k CIJIU<k.•l'<,llfliYl llndo..J...,.
S.Ol lul«•l. P~iJ lul•l~} l!t L":lr')!IL l';!kl
fud "'""'· fPES HIJO.!Wk'>1((J. ww" ..,..,.

Dll~'~l. Ml!CIIANII:,, l'cn,kc TnKk l.t:.t,.
inlo( '' , "' n:mly .tn .:pUn!( apphcnoun' ti •r
tully CfU.oiLiio.'\1 t"Xp<:lll'llt..: Ull!",.:l lnttk
t••o.·hniL'i:ll'\1>, In wool.. ,...., ,,,_] .ln<1 1hfnl
,fllfl,, Ul tlwlr lA lUI!\' lifo: r.u ihly 0flt'f11114 :In
,." o.·lknt ..C.IIIInj.C .-,;tl.rl) .md .1 lllll1J'K IIIIH'
h<:twlit- 11t:n lm ludc.:.' 1n:rrdunl! 'II Ilk. nun

imum l\\'u Wt'\."k" \,h.;11 1on , tn~urJI\tc.:.
l~·l~lcp. I< • ~

11\,liiOitlW II
qu.thtl~,.,l N:nJ t'\.'Mitn\'. 1.1\. ur '-·n111pll·cc
~t•f'l".ou<ln l'cll,kt: Tn11~ l.t."'"'"- ~~Ul
)',•oo...,.,kll)l l!o>.Jd. IAMIL'\111<•. 1\Y ~UIH
FAX• '10~-1'1').'7;100. rn~:
0\\'!'.I'IH li'I'RATORS. Hun M1u\\'o."N
lk)llon ur MW k • :.1' TIIJlf'<'I\\.'IIU)IC p.r)"
l•>nll" \\L,•kl)'. Oli11J>k.11.• ll'l,lllanc.: p;K:k·
~II'' nu llt>-lnrnt """· Nr~d)· n-1~1"~1<."<1
lc.11.l' larc: mudd hjliM"'lV:I• lr.ll1<t< <:all
SullL:cl C;t!'l'k11<. lltO.')l~~

ht1ldlt" c....n~hill.
I >RIV£1b, ..wd.:nr
.
~! G.r> L 1r.11nin)(.
~mplcl)1lK."Ill )(u:cmnto.....C
You pi<k
~mpkoyo.-r' No c:mpl<•)mc.:nl ''lfllr.K"I.~ 1'\u
w:mlnl(. unn~t-<.ll:lll." op.:non~.J Coli n<M~

J>IIJ\ ER-<'. rll C:rnu C:tnio:r rur hnnlt·
linll.,., 1mlo..,. ~ h•:n.:fitoi l p rn ;Ill o..:rc.• J>LT
m1lo: 1:DL ~~o/h:~zmal. !ilnllld/t~nl•••
l:~ ...:lk-m o •o rrc'llr.un. ~·2· !716

>U~Ht760.

'INui'JN l""'f".1, dem nnonny C".orlll«lO·
ol(,.,M IC>4 c!I' IIJO..U~..!().I lur ~ppnilllmt'l'll
111 '-""'"' tu \l:t..tiVm<! .ulll :autlilkrn h><
Ol.l~rr
n:t:c>nl pn•Juu-n.. \\'ti.,.llo.•;
"'"'' wdn .oat•
'OI.()S ,'!( "ll'A.\1' 1.2•II) 111ok-:< nwr:r)(C

llRI\'ER.lloH'Il:lOI To""{llllt St.tl<XI 'lllll·
<Ill honlt'o filr I.'XJI. o.·oltll(l;Jn>· .\ri\c:r:.. Ill•).
441--15'>4. 0\\·ll<'r Oprr.urm;. <:ott !WI-(J67•
Jll9 »ud Mqc:r Truck LUI<...., R...fni"'"'IC\1
HJuhn!( . Colt 1<~1 (n:e H71·b!J{>J).\ "''~'
Uri'- c~ .anc.l t:nntr..u.:tor..
I>RJVE!l. INF.XI'ER!F.M:EI>' u·Jm lo J,.. ~~~
OTt! prc•I.,..,Mm.ol fn>m J lc~> c:ornc:r. lorL!>U
p;1y. o:x<!t·uuvl'·.<e.yl~ hc:nd'ot., a nd ~onvcn •
llonal c:qulfMltt'nl Ctll tcx.loyl l 'S XI'"""

tho: Strolht::J.". Honll• wo.'<"kl"I'IJ.• T.:nnm•l
Tr~ll"!>'lrt. HW·Il.?IU>-!~1

''"% ""

l..:nj(lll ..t lo:oul.
rcrod1 , '""llno.·d
frc·lj.\llllnk.'l", llk'<h<ill ho:!ll·fot, on jet <lov•.
l••nu,..•s, c~n·lknl p:1y ;ulll )lft:'.ll
nuk-:< ~K).7l'J·•i77o Cdl"l.lnn l'n.llkln)l.
1111. . """' .t·cladw\lnl< klng., .. n

~.tll'ty

c"L

~~ll .

~,.,u OPI'R:mJK· Al.'\~,'t,;(l...,(,
""~~

<>.'o

$7W NJIIl"'ll'l • ..,.•., f1:1Y ~~~~ ... {'1."1•
miL-. l':li)IU & luh~ wurl<.."'"~ n-nfl., pay•

n~l t~xc..-,.. holi<.ltr•·
:.MI. IUI-~~.HiM

\il<.'lllkll'b.

Call llw)•

HE00\111 A MEI>IC.AL TRANSCRII'TlON
1~T. <)pf'KII1Uilll)l tel "'''"- :tl IMifllC '" on
crlllo..., typtlljl fur Jc ll'lt>l'< Hun~~: ='IUdy
frl't: loto.TJrur.: PC. I> I ~ c\tl.lnb, G.,,ll)ll.l
RIO-j6!·71l7U. I><;J')I YYlc.i4!

()HI\lK.S. lMfl<:l'.. l{'<TJlttr> !'.cJ <Xl"" •
hl"-• pf~IC. t"(jlllf)llll'nl 11\'Ur.Oill.'l~. h<MII<."
""''k<"Tlll,. 2'\c~l nuk.,. 11<.'1 "'"'"· pl.tnnt1.1
'"'"~haul' I.~ N TrJn,pn!l.ltl<'>n, Inc Hl)(}o
(\~2-llil, l•roi,voll.:. 1\Y

(lcdllro~·l W\loW.4UI\~Mr:ln.utrm

ru run

J>:c)'. ti~1 hcllL.'fu p;xiw)!l: C!ll Wdlun

TRAVEL

h "'J .J}"I.pUit \.''Clfll,

jUid 'l<k U.l)'li,

OWN ER/OPP.RA TOR~.

w rth ttul~t.-.1 .:xpL-ri<:T'O.'l•

SPRING IIRfAJc: !OW ~~ouh ,p;. j"111
Alll<.'nc.-a·., •I :C.ud.:m Tnur Operate .. In
J;unuk::.r. ~k:xr<o. ll.th:mtJ~, Cnll"'"l!• ~J>J
flcrrida Nnw hmn)l nn-<·:rlll(ll" tq'l't. (!till
I ~-fi.iH-»14') or vt,lt unhnl." 0
W\\W.M.,lnlVcl.t..:C,Ill

f.:orly Splinll llr•:~J.. .'ip.:d.ol'' ll:th:un;o,,
l':rrly C..n oi"' >; tht}' ~!7'.1! lok lu<k.,. 11~'"
'"'~'''' Awc:.<•n"l""cd•r•. Nl)llulttd l'.tn.l·
111.1 Coty, l}c~~rcxl:l , Sou1h li<.·J< h. l'lnrid.1
'1 19' 'J'Ifln~:l>tt::tktrJ'd.'~"n 1·HII\~Io7~
(o;\1;6
l:annu1 & J:onw•··• !'tpnn11 llrcak Spo.·d.ol'!
7NI)IhL, .\or Hold. f,._.,_. \k.rf,, llonll..'
hc~nSi'i')1 I nl (I "'tell hu_
.,.,.._--.; n.·o.11l(nit.c.'<ll(tr '"""·"lll"1J4 t1hi<.i<l "f'nll14l>w.1k·
u;r,d.ttnn loll!M).(>~II-(dlt'•.
LANI)/KEAL F.:iTXfF. FOil !'>.\LF. 1\f.N·
I.AI\F.FROIIrl', 19 :.rno.-s. S'iQ,•)liJ.
lal..c: prnp.:ny <Ml ·'l'<"'t.cndar prbronc
L•~c: Sm:ill lei\> n. O>Unll'") lr. ln11. 1-k-.x~
cJ\\·:oo.. wnoUs. \k:\\~ ;mrJ Ntn."C.·t.. 4 ,._...._••on'.
)'l.'"..r RltrnJ l>n:lllf1!1 t' fbhilljl Hr•Hitc>TI~CK\'

~1'1j.

TF.N"' Jlfr.\1 L.t,KI'.I'l!O!'{f, U2,9(101$j.2')ll
tluy,n.. ~Ui11)1 (.c:•t' llt.<!uhlull) 11o,ult...J
IM>fll<"Slft: lmnun11 <m f'l'l"IU,., lok.: in l'.:a.<~
1~ . ,.;.-~,town

E':l.•y <~«'l.'', fl:IH-d n~<~<.~
""T. 1\..cnl. .1ppr.tl..._,1, Only \2ll7 po·r

()041.

l"N WAURI'M()IIrJ' I'M0 11l'RTIF.'i. Fl\.... liL·
S I'J.'Jl• l & UJ'. Pn..., ht.:rJrur.: ext
T\'1'111 llo"JI<.'!f11111t pn~'ICIIk.-.1. Nu !<"Jilt...,.
<~n.~ll lin;u'O.IOjl Cotll fU>W Htl0-111+99M.

<"I: IIIII\.'

c)(I 171,.. Tl>llimht."itle: Cucp .

'f.'fl£1\f.JIII) MtrrRF.AT II"ATEllfROr..T
J.C )(; CAtli N j AC..$49,91kJ lhil:lhk.
hu;n:chlrl Vny I11.-:1' Ry W<xilil & priv'.lll.'
Minotl.'l< In 3 l<I:UC: p;uic.•. Gll.-:11 hn:onnn!l
C:rll IICIW l~X).Nt+')'}fl~. <.'lll. 6001.
1>1::1' \l.t,RRIED. :O.mnky M<klnUin•, un";l.•
niCW IJI.•Juliful l.~p.i<. <tnl:unt-d nuru<r
lo.'fl', '-'""\>lt•lo.' Jrr~nM<"IllCfll>, h<>nt:y•
mnnnlfann )' ~':lhm.•. ht\""Jtln.Jk•nR ,.~..,
\l'<.,klm)l ~rr.tnl'•"ll~ntt< l!l~l-119}-71.7~ .
\'a<':ltkHl hljtlnl(. !IC•).l•}l-~H

r--------- - ----~---- - -,

: ~ * * Carlat tlrt Artist ~** :
I

1

y{)()Q {Cir {uru:tratsers. etc..

1

Call tor hourltJ ratP.

I
I

l

f)m11t/f'f ']o11es 759

l'"J<L

l

1
I
I

I

L ---------------------~

First 5 words

fR~~!

(1 0 word. minimum)

Call to get your
classified placed In the
Sept. 1 7 Issue of The
Murray State News to
take advantage of this

•'
...•
;

••
~.

special deal!

O~lllth, X H 'lfo llxtil. 1'j )'<."~Ill. FIN1.,l<l>c.",
fiN·,...·r.til' Cell <),..l;icl\1~ ~•1-14(•1 ·~1.'S.t

Deadline

j!f/7

1 ENI'o.£.'t.'oEf. LAI\f 1\ARI :A[\1 , 3 "' "-"' "lth
lnct '"P )l..j,')Ol) lic.-Jullfully \\culc....l.
'J>t'<.'I:I(UW! '"'"''· With ........,., In Ll)""''
d.:Jr rnln IJkc:·n.:\1 to IH he~,. )IIIII """·"''o
l''""d nuc.l,, uhloiJ""• "'"" l,.,...._,t l.uw,
to" tinan•·in)l 0 111 1.\IS HIK).7•~f.j l ~ .:".

a;a?

I

3 p.m

Wednesday!

..
'·

.,

''Lowest Rates In Town''

I

I

•I

•

Ford Authorized
Rental Vehicles

~~
~)

cars to vans

New On Video This Weekend:

rH•orH••s•n••

Stars: Juliette l ewis, Dione Keaton , Tom Skerritt

'IWIN DRAGONS

Stars: Jackie Chon & Jackie Chon
OFF[R

Requirements
At least 2 t years of age, valid driver's license.
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:·Students scream for ice cream re pairs at Winslow Cafeteria
By Loree Stark
Contributing Writer
•: It is safe to say almost every kid
•~njoys ice cream. It is hard to find
: ~mething more relaxing on a hot and
. sunny day than a cone piled high with
the favored flavor of soft serve. In fact,
ml:lny carry their love for ice cream
from their childhood into their college
years and the chaos over the "broken"
soft serve machine in Winslow Cafeteria serves as a testament to that.
, It is a time of desperation for hot,
hungered college students ·who want
nothing more than to feel cold, vanilla
soft serve on the back of their throats

after Winslow chicken strips and rolls.
Deprived students are banding
together to ask one question: "Where
is the ice cream?"
Mike Vance, supervisor of MSU
Food Services, tried to answer this
pressing question by explaining just
what happened to the ice cream
machine.
"A compressor has gone out on the
machine, and the replacement compressor was supposed to come in last
week," Vance said.
·
Allegedly, the downfall of the
machine did not come by the hands of
a n MSU student or faculty member.
Vance denies any foul play put the

on the ftrst floor and it was
not a very big fire.
Continued from Page 1
Eric Espey, sophomore
from Gallatin, Tenn., was the
Brandon Kirkham and SGA Resident Adviser on call at
Secr etary Michael Thorne the time of the fire.
saw the firetrucks pulling
"I \'laS working the desk
into the Regents lot and when the alann went off and
walked across to survey the I called Public Safety." Espey
situation.
said. "After I called Public
. "We saw the firetrucks Safety, I was instructed to
while we were in the meeting take care of the residents
and became concerned," leaving the building."
Kirkham said. "We talked to
Ginny Gottschaok, freshthe ftre officials, and they man from Paducah, was in
said it was an isolated fire. her room at the time of the
that stayed in the trash room fire.

FIRE

..We thought it was a false
alann or a flre drill at first,"
Gottschaok said. "I wa~:> on
my way up the elevator and
when I got off on my floor,
the RA told us to get down
the stairs and to get away
from the building across the
street. When we got across
the street, we saw the fire
engines come and realized
something was up."
Idarion King, sophomore
from Louisville, was also in
Regents College when the
fire started. He was barefoot
as he stood outside the build-

The sisters of S~gmca1
S~gJmta1 S~gJm~ would like
to announce their
newest members:

Niki Hailey
&·

machine in its present state.
"It just broke by itself,., he said.
Some University students tend to
disagree. Aaron Dixon, freshman from
Owensboro, feels multiple people are
involved in the dismissal of soft serve
from the cafeteria line.
"I think it is a huge conspiracy
because too many kids were eating ice
cream and it was costing the University too much money," Dixon said.
"Winslow just doesn't hit the spot anymore.".
Aaron's brother, Jon, freshman from
Owensboro, feels a select few are still
allowed to sample the tasty dairy
dessert.

"I think the ice cream machine
works, but I think in order to get it,
you have to have a Greek password,"
he said. "We are being deprived of the
endorphins that we need."
Jon Dixon went on to mention several different occasions in the past week
when he was positive he saw others
leave Winslow with ice cream.
Lauren Whittington, freshman from
Edayville, feels the same.
"Only certain people of status still
get ice cream," she said.
Although many deny the machine is
broken and that it may be awhile
before Winslow serves ice cream
again, others have come to accept it

ing.
"I was in the shower, when
I turned the water ofT I heard
the alarm," King said. ''I saw
smoke in the hallways and
smelled it. My first reaction
was just to grab me a s hirt,
grab me some shorts and get
out."
In a related note, at 10:30
p.m., Elizabeth College was
evacuated due to a fire
alann,
Eight minutes later, the
fire department reset the
alarms and students were
allowed back in the building.

and move on with their lives. However, with acceptance does not come sa tisfaction, and Nutty Buddi es a nd
packaged ice cream bars aren't culling
it for some students. These s tudents
feel it is their duty to offer solutions to
this campus crisis.
The true story behind the "out-oforder" sign on Winslow's ice crea m
machine remains a mys tery, but students aren't letting up on requests for
soft serve with their dinner.
Mary Rogers, another s upervisor of
MSU food s ervices, sums it up. "All
the kids are ready for the ice cream
machine to be fixed. They arc disappointed that it is broken down. They
ask every meal."

The required categories arc: aggravated assault, burglary, drug violations, forcible sex offenr-;es, nonContinued from Page 1
- - --tforcible sex offenses, liquor-la w vio·
helped to end some misconceptions lations, murder and weapons violaof its police force.
tions. The Higher Education Act of
"The perception of the University 1992 replaced rape with forcible
Public Safety may have been that and non-forcible !:iex offenses.
the officers are not really police;
Despite regulations the collection
Phillips said. "Then they find out and classification of da ta vary
they receive the same training as widely. Some s chools list only
police officers in Kentucky."
required data, while others break
Every college campus is required down the categories. According to
to report infonnation on nine spe- the Chronicle of Higher Education,
ciflc categories of crime, in compli- the lack of uniform data collection
ance with the 1990 Student Right .makes safety difficult lo compare
to Know and Campus Security Act. among schools.
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COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

Student Movie Discount
Monday • Thursday
$3.50 with MSU ID
Students Only

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrimp, Enchiladas &
Sandwiches.

Wednesday and Thursday • All Day and Night

CRAWFISH • s6.SO lb.
PEEL & EAT SHRIMP • •3S c each

1 3 Miles touth of

Murray

12 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline LoHerv

Michelle
Jenkins
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Let's
see what's
.
happening at the Career
Services Office ...
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• Resume Counseling
• Sign Up Deadlines for Interviews
• Interviewing Opportunities
• Briggs & Stratton Interview Sign Up
• On/Off Campus Jobs
• Co-op/Intern Positions
• Career Fair Dates
• Walt Disney Program

Visit our web site:

http://campus.murraystate.edu/careerservices.htm
Stop by 210 Ordway Hall or call 762-3735

That's What We're Here For
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